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CHAPTER I 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Natur~ of the investigation~-- Thi~ study is a~-~~:tem.-pt 
to get at certain discri~i~ting factors that are intrinsic 
to the entrance.requirements of the various college curri-
cula. Is the typical entering liberal arts freshman really 
different than any other curriculum student in terms of abil-
ity, interests, achievement, or scholastic success? This 
. - . . 
is the question this study proposes to answer. It involves 
categorizing the high school graduates with college aspira-
- . 
tions, in accordance 'tvith our criteria, viz., the particular 
college curriculum into which ther fall, on the basi~ of 
their'. high school rank,. intelligence_ quotient, interest and. 
achievement test scores. To what extent are the differences 
betvreen these test· scores from curricUlum to curriculum, 
'S:i.gnif.icant; \'lhat is the degree of relationship between each 
o:f these four factors within a curriculum and how does it 
compare with the inner cohesiveness of the other curricular 
categories? Analysis of variance will be used to test the 
significance of the differences, and correlations will be 
computed to determine the degree with which each of the four 
factors used in this study are related to one another within 
a particular curriculum. It is hoped that the results of 
1 
2 
this study-will serve to provide a scr~~ning dev~~~-~1?-a~-VJ'~ll 
aid the school counselor _in guid:ing a college aspi;t>~ng _ c~:mn­
selee into the curriculum that best meets the student's needs 
and potentialities. 
Justif'ication for the stuc1y._•- This study is an attempt 
to get at some implicit selective f'actors as against the so-
called college entrance requirements, f'or as has f'requently 
been the case in the past,_ there is a wide disc~epancy be-
tween the entrance requirements of' an institution and the 
. . 
type of' individual they eventually come to accept. 
. v-- . .. -
Burkhard points to the results of' an experimental 
. - -
school conducted at Brown University f'or 486 veterans whose 
- '.-
scholastic status wasntt good enough to_ meet the university's. 
entrance requirements. It was soon f'ound however, that th~~e 
. - -
applicants were good college material. Brown and Veterans' 
Administration authorities gambled (on such intangibles as 
ambition, maturity, economic pressure, and pride) and won .. 
. These factors are not· to be f'ound in any college cata-
logue, and yet they have bean found to play an extremely im-
portant role in the success and failure of' many college stu-
dents. It becomes apparent theref'ore that our college en-
trance requirements are in need of' certain mo.dif'ications, 
jjR. v. Burkhard JtRreech · in- the Col-lege Entrance Barricade, u 
Clearing House (April, 1948), 22:476-7 • 
. / 
v-
:ror as Aiken 1 s report shows many of" ·~oll!. colle~e entrance 
3 
req':'-irements ~r~_based on tradition rather than scientifically 
proven standards.· 
.... ········ y- . . . ..... 
Garrothers points to the weaknesses in ~~ __ c~llege 
entrance policies and makes so~e const~u~t.i-ye r~~Cil.'~s:_ 
It'is proposed that-institutions o:fhigher·edu:ca;... 
tion give consideration to someneedea·changes·in their 
entrance reqtiirements in·the.light of' changea·co:i:iditions .. 
vzn.y·not :forget· specific majors ··ana minors· taken 1n· ·high 
school; why· not abolish the recommendation of' the 'high;..· 
school principal which :frequently puts him 11 on the·spot,tt 
and set-up·Criteria of'Selection suited to the purposes 
of' each institution concerned? As a: school administra-
tor; it has always seemed ·best to· me ·to adopt certain · 
criteria o:f selection when looking for teachers, secre-
taries,·-- and clerks. Instead o:f refusing to talk with ·· · 
an applicant f'or·a position unless she·has·had a certain 
number of' units of Er.i.glishin high school or college, 
so many units in mathematics, ·language, history' and 
otner· subjects; it has been fotib.d a. good practice to·· 
decide onthe·qualif'ications desired :for the position, 
than to interview ·all corners and evaluate them with 
the measuring rods agreed U.pon~ Nor has the WI"iter 
:felt it appropriate to_blame college arid trainingschool 
:for lack of success of' the persons chosen~ Re has prof-
ited more by blaming himself' :for: · (1) not ·being able 
to make a good selection and (2) not being able to 
get the person to succe;d after selection has been 
made. With this idea in mind, the-following criteria 
are proposed f'or ··the selection of' college students. 
And it is hoped that these vdll be thought of as a 
means to get certain capable students-into college 
ratherthan a.·set of ttrequirementsn f'or keeping cer-
tain others out. 
l)'W". M. Aiken,· The ·s-torv ·of' the Eight-Year Study, Adventure 
indAmerican Education, Vol. 1, Harper and Bros., New York, 
1942. 
,YG. E~ 
Bullet· o 
4 
1. Interest ·i,j;),· the-type 
which the particular 
· to· offer. · ·· ·· · 
of educational experience 
~?l~~~e. se_e~~· .. ~?. be .. a~le 
2. Maturity:··· a· certain degree of mental,. social, physical matiirity~· - · ·· · · ··· ··· · ···· ·· --- · ~· · · · ·· ···· 
3. liealth::· ··this· is of great importance to every 
· · college- student·. ·· · - · ·- · - · - •· · ~- · • :.· · · · · 
4: Knowledge ·in certain important ·maJor fields;· 
5. Skills; ·without which no. student can hope. for 
sueces:f~ :· · · · · · · ·· · · ·- · ·· · .. ·· · ··· --· .. -· · · · · 
6. c.ompetence, of' ·special' kinds to be· demanded ·by 
certain specialized types of colleges or pro-fes.Siotial' schools~·'- . . . . . ' .. . . . .. . 
7. Ability, chief'ly intellectual; ·which may he 
definitely indicated· by a success:rui·meeting· 
of' the first six'items, or by additional tests 
and measurements. 
This study is an attempt to examine some of' Carrothers• 
ncriteriau within the framework of a particular college curri-
- - -" - . 
culum, noting which criteria are held to be more important 
.. 
in one curriculum as against others. It is an attempt ~h~~' 
to tie down certain important selective criteria, in a very 
specific and fUnctional manner. 
. . . 
It may be interesting to note that Carrothers has com-
pletely ignored the pattern of high sc~ool ~ub~ects taken, . 
·.l/ 
in his Criteria of Selection. Such investigators as Garrett, 
j}H. F·. Garrett .. ttReview and Interpretations of Factors 
Related· to· Sehcda..stic Success·: in Colleges·· of' Arts and 
Sciences and Teachers Col1eges,u J'oijila1 of Experimental 
Education (Deeembe:r, 1949), 18:91-13 • 
5 
31 
and Diederich have emphasized the gross 
-~.. .•.• -··· ... ··-- "- , ..• ~--··-- - ·-· ·-- --·· • ···•& ---~ ~~ •..• --- • ' ... - ..... ·""· ----~ 
~!lva~idity ()~_~U,~~ ?:r.i~~:.ia ~~r-~~~ec~~?~~~_There is.~?~C>~?-te­
l;Y: ~o- ::~l.~t~<:>J?-~h~R. betwe~!l. ~he me:r:-~" ~~?~ula~;<:>!l_.?~. fifteen 
or. SiJ(teen }J.~g}J._~ch?o~ U?:i~~ cu:td. ~-::Z.~~e~~ __ :lrl ~?~~~g~~- ~~t-_, ____ . 
. . . 
de,sp~~e th,.~se f~?-di?-gs'- ~~nr _colleges st~1.l __ mainta,~--~~~ --~it 
requirement as the most crucial feature of their admission 
procedures. 
That our college entrance policies are in need of' cer-
tain modirications becomes apparent. It is hoped that the 
results of' this study will aid in these modifications. 
This study the?-, is an attempt to get at those select-
ive factors which one is not so apt to find printed in the 
college catal<:>gues, b~~ .. which never~hel~ss, have an important 
and determining influence on those individuals who will even-
tually be accepted or rejected. 
. . -
Scope of ~he Stud~.-- This study will be concerned with 
all the Watertown high-school graduates who fall into any of' 
. - . . 
the following six categories: attending a four-year college 
program with a major. in Liberal Arts, Business Adm~s~ration, 
Education or Science; matriculated to a dunior College; are 
enrolled in a Preparatory School. A finer or more detailed 
Moe, cit • 
.6./D .. R. Gardner, Student·PersonnelSeryice, Evaluation of · ·--· 
Higher Institutions, Vol. V, University of' Chicago Pres~, 1936. 
3/P ~ B. IYiedericn, · nAbol.ition of' Subject Requirements i"or" Ad-
mission to College, n School Revie):r (September, J.949), 57:361t-70. 
-···'•- 6 
breakdown was not made either because there were not- enoug~ 
cases available in the ~irst place to warrant the construe~ 
.. .. . _,_ . '.. - . - -. - ..... --. - ' ... -.... -- ....... 
t~(_)n C?~ ~?:di t~c:>~l- cCLt~g_o!i~s, _ o~- ~~?a~~e ~tl_ler _ r~~f~~!l­
ti_on V1<?Ul9-_redu'?E3. the numbe~ _ot_?~~e~ _ ~ each- cCLt~gol:'r. and 
concomi~ant~y~ v~~iat~th~ si.g~~?-can~ec::~ ~J:l~ ~~sults. 
' .. ---, 
These students are d!awn ~r?m the classes o~ -l?lr,?~. }~48, 
1949, and 1950, a total o~ 226 students. The data obtained 
will be procured ~rom the pupils' guidance and cumulative 
··- ·- -.-- . . .. - . -
records, as well as the ~allow-up questionnaires already on 
~ile there. 
For purposes o~ delimiting this study, the data shall 
include four major ~actors only:: (1) the pupils' IQ scc:>:res, 
as measured by the.P'intner-Advanced Test and averaged ~or 
. .. . . . ... .. . --
gra~es 9_and 12; (2) Cooperative ~chieye~~nt Test scores, 
whf.ch include measures o~ Mechanics of Expression (EM), 
En~lish E~ression. (EE), Readi~g Vocat>ula:ry CRY), Read~g 
SJ?eed (RS), Reading L.evel (I:_lL), and Re8:ding Tota~ (TR)? (3) 
Interest test scores as measured b¥ the X.u~er Pre~erence 
Record, w~ich includ~S. nine inte~est catego~ies: Mechanic~l, 
Com~utational,_ Scie~ce, Pe~suasive; ~tistic, Literary, Musi-
cal, Social Service, Cleri?al; and (4) Rank-order in high- .. 
school based on the pupil's average ~or grades 10, ll and 12. 
One may inquire as to the· validity o~ the ~our above 
- ... •· . 
~actors for purposes o~ di~ferentiating college curriculum 
students, and their value as selective criteria in determin-
ing college entrance. policies. . Upon examL'I'ling the· litera-
ture, the :following data regarding each criteria was record-
ed: 
..... v···- ......... v ... .... - ······· ·-··-······ 
1. Harris and Garrett. in summarizing.several 
.. ' .. ·-- .... .. ~ ... -~ •. - .. . .... -. ' . ... ~ "-' - .... ~ ·-· 
hundred ~~~~ies concerning :facto:!?~ a:f:fec~~~ --~~~lege 
gr~~e~, s~?W -~igh school grades to have ~- ~~~h~:t: ...... . 
?()rre~~tion ~~h co~l~~e marks t~~n. B:n! ?~!J.~r_ s_~g;~e 
predictor. The majority of' the correlations report-
. - .. , . ... . . ~ 
ed :fall in the order of' .60 and .70, goi~g- as high 
as .78. High school rank.has been :fr~~ue~~lr used 
in place of' high school average by some investiga~ 
.. . . . . ...... 31 
tors as a basis of' high school record. Boucher 
.. . . !tl . . . . . 
and Clark :found high school rank to be better 
than, or equal to, high school grades. 
2. Ranking second only to high school grades as a basis 
:for predicting scholastic success in college are 
7 
J./Daniel Ha:rris, t.t:Faetors A:fi'ecting College Grades, A Review· 
o:f·the LiteratUTe, 1930-1937,tt- Psychological Bulletin (March, 
1940)' 37:125-66. . 
gJH. F. Garrett, op. cit., p. 114. 
. . . . . ~ - ' . . . . .. .. ~ ~ 
3/C~ S~·:Boucher; ttFreshnian Admissions. at theUniversity of' 
Chicago, n Educational Record ~~933'), 14:7lt-8o. 
~E. L. Clark, · t.tRigh School Average Versus· High School. Class 
Rank· ·a.s Means o:f· Pred:ict1:ng College Grades, n- School and 
Society (1931), 3lt:765-66. · 
~ .. ; 8 
achievement tests and'College Entrance-EXamination 
' . . - v " ' "' 
Hoard tests. . Rarris t. summary of stud~es shows cor-
. . . ·-· ~,. ·- ~: . . ·~· , __ . -'"-·~-·-· 
relat~o!ls_ ::'u.rl.l?.-~~g from. ~~? t? ... ~~-, b':ltween English 
and reading· tests. and college grades .. · . -
.. . -- . . .. . ... - y -.... -·' . - -·.. . .. -· . ' -- ..... ·- . .. . . . -... , .. --· .. 
3. Garrettts · summary of 91t studies using general 
. . 
intelligence tests or psychological examinations, 
. . . .. .. . . . . . . . ·--- ·- - . ··-. 
gives a median of •. lr7_, an~_thereby placing th~s fac-
tor· third among the predictive :factors reported in 
educational literature. !±I ..... . 
l.r. T'riggs found some small correlations between 
interests, ~~ _I1leasured ~y the Kuder J:lr~f)?rence 
Re-cord and school marks.. The relationships vrere 
found to exist in a particular field such as 1 com-
. --- . . . .. -
p~tational', and achievement iil_a c.losely_rela~ed 
as~ect of that ~~eld, s~ch as mathematics. The 
results as a whole, however, were not particularly 
... - ... - . . . . ~ .. 
encouraging. On the other han.d, Garrett con-
cludes on the basis of his summary of findings 
that, ttcommon interests or goals among students in 
pr·eparing f'or certain professions appear to result 
.JILoc; cit.· 
gjhoc. cit. 
3/F • cr. Triggs., ttA Study of tlle Relation of Kuder. Preference 
Record Scores to Various·other·Measures,.n Educational and 
Psychological Measurement (1943), 3:341-54. 
-~ . - . . . .. 
!t/L-oc .. cit. 
in a higher correlation between their abilities an(i 
t.h~~r __ ach~~y~ment, thai;J. is true o:r students in gen-
eral courses. n· 
In c_on?l'l:l~~?n, l~~ "11~ k~~:P "1.?~ mind t~~~--~uc~_ :r,~~~<?~S 
as health, maturity, socio-economic conditions, religion, 
- . " . . . ..... -. - . . , ..... -·· . - .. ' .. . . ' . -~ ... ~ '. •' -- . .. -· .. . . . - - . -- ~ .. .. . . . - -- - _.,. - ' . .... .... 
r~ce, nel:~~C?na~ity-, -~nd _a~t~tudE:}~ an~ per~()!la~~ty_~Y also . 
~~~f~r sigili~ican~~Y ~ro~ curriculum to curriculum. . It be-
C()mes_ appa~ent then, ~hat this study does not _pre~(:3n~ t<;> 
consider every possible varia~le that might b~ involved. 
Bu way of reemphasizing the scope of thia study once 
- -
9 
again, the author wishes to point out_~hat th~s ::;tudy_is not 
concerned with predicting acade~c success, for its sole cri-
terion is the fact that a high school pupil has been accept-
- . ~ . 
ed into a particular program of studies. The data is then 
examined with a view toward discovering differences in the 
four variables us~d, on the basis of the kind of curriculum 
into which the pupil has been accepted. 
De:f'ini tion of term§..-- The term tt·curriculumn is used 
frequently in this study, so that it may ?e well at this_ 
.• 
point to_define this term, and discuss its relationship to 
guidance.· The definition proposed by Lefever, Turrell, and 
. ... . 1.1 .. ... .. .... . ... - . . 
Weitzel representative of the thinking of such present 
1/D. W. Lefever, A. M-. TUrrell, II; I. Weitzel, ·Principles 
and Technigues·o:r·Guidance, The Ronald Press Company, New 
York, 1950, pp. 59-6·o ... 
day 
and 
-· .. , 1./ 
ed~?at<?~~, 3j. ~~ugla~~ a.J.?-(l __ Mills, · 
Gilchri~t., _· is as f'<:>llows.: . 
'Y 
Good, and Wrinkle 
The··· chief' aim of' guidance is to lead the ·student 
to- ·select ·the· best possible ·a.vailcfble ·curriciiltifl.i :ro:r-··· 
hini~ ······Such a bald ana s1;;eepifig statement· requires some · 
justification. It is found in our concept of the curri-
culum. 
The curricUlum is nothing less· than the smtctotal 
of' all the· student•·s experiences; formal or· inf'ormal',· 
both-within and·withotit the classroom walls. All. the 
activities, planned or incidental, in ·which ·a. student·· 
participates as· a. result o:r·oeing·enrolled in any given 
school unit constitute his curriculum. 
-·- ·-
With tb.e currictilum defined so broadly ;no one 
should take exception·to·the statement···that the chief" 
aim of the·eounselor should always be to help the stu-
dent select·, f'rom all. experiences available those which 
hold the greatest pr.o~ise f'or. his deve~?pment. 
or course, no student ·ever ca.ti choose 'in advance· -
theexact and precise pattern of' experiences·and activi-
ties in· ·which he ·vrili later engage. Instead; he chooses 
a ·t·major·•· or a vocation; hei expresses an interest iii· 
some·geneiral field, or at least·indicates ·what he can 
reasonably hope and expect .-to do to earn his 'living· 
five or ten years hence·.·· ~o assist him iii achievihg 
his ambitions,he.is enrolled in·some definite curriculum. 
In· the narrow sense this will consist or a group o:f sub-
jects, arranged sequentially by semesters and by-years, 
perhaps even showing course numbers, units· o:f credit, · 
and semester 1 loads,• but always purporting to lead to 
some def.'inite, stated objective. 
It is in the narrow sense of the definition that this 
1/H. R. Douglass, H. · R. Mills, · Teaahing · in High School, The 
E<:mald Press Company, _New York, _19 8, p. 38. 
g/Garter Good, Dictionary or· Education, McGraw-Hill Book 
?c:>m~an~, Inc., New Yo~k, 1945, p. 1~~· . . 
3./W~ L.. Wrinkle, ·R~ S. G-ilchrist, Secondary· E'ducation f'or · 
American Democracy, Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., New York, 1942, 
p. 338. 
\ : ~-
:11_ 
studt shall limit_~tser.~, f'or purposes of' typin~ ~~~: ~?~<?~Pt 
of' tt·curriculumtt down, in such a manner, as to be operational• 
, - ... - .. -. . ..... - ,. ..... - . . ..• .. ---- . . . .... . - • .. - • ~ ~ ' I ... ~- .. -· . ... 
s::mnna:~v _ o:e_ problem.--. By way of. r~<?aJ?i t.ulati?~' _ i?~e pr.ob-
lem here is to probe and examine the possibility of' finding 
. . - ~ - ·- . ., ~ ... --
some signif'icant c~ricult:tr dif'f'ers.nces? as bas.ed _oJ:l :J;>:r;>e:_ .... 
college data, the nature of' wll.ich i~ such as to warrant their 
use as potential dif'f'erentiating f'actors f'or purposes of 
guidance and counseling • 
.. Specif;callY., _~his paper shall limit itself' to a con-
siderati<:)n _o~ but six <?UJ:'ricul~, viz~,. Liberal Arts, Bus~-
. ' 
n~ss Administration, S<:ientif'ic, Education, .Tunior College 
and Preparatory School. The pupils will be divided into the 
above categories on the basis of' inf'ormation obtained f'rom 
f'ollow-up_q.uestionnaires,_and their IQts,_ achievemt;)nt_test 
s~ores, in~erest_test scores, and rank-order in high school 
will be compared. The signif'icance of the dif'f'erences f'ound 
will be tested using simple analysis of' variance. Finally, 
correlations will be run between these f'our variables f'or 
each curriculum, and the signif'icance of' the correlation 
- -. - - . . 
dif'f'erences f'rom curriculum to curriculum will then be 
examined. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RESEARCH 
Research in Curricular Differences 
In reviewing the literature, while many studies dealing 
with some particular aspect of curriculum differences may be 
found,_there is no one study that attempts to give a compos-
ite· picture of the more important factors involved. Let us 
c?nsider however,_ any relevant studies that have been made 
and thereby be capable of anticipating and comparing the re-
sults of this study to what has already been found in the 
research. 
Differences in ability.-- lfbat certain distinct and 
significant differe-nces exist from institution to institu-
. . .. 
tion and curriculum to curriculum has been known f'or some 
time.- 11 .. .. 
Hahn and MacLean point out that: 
Not only are there differences between and among 
colleges and universities, there are equally great 
differences between and among the schools and depart-
ments on the·sanie campus and sometimes between instruc-
tors in the same course. In terms of' academic ability 
required f'or graduation the schools and colleges on a 
university campus may range over a wide scale. In 
general, science curriculums, including medicine, phys-
ics, chemistry, psychology, and mathematics, are f'ou.ri.d 
to require higher measured verbal and numerical abili-
ties than do certain general types of' curriculums or 
VM~ E. Hahn, M. S. MacLean, General Clinical Counseling in 
Education Institutions, McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , New 
York, 1950, pp._ 210-11. 
:12 
:13 
those preparingpeople f"or dif"f'erent or tlower' pro-
f'essional;·technical, and semiprofessional occupations. ll . . . . --
Douglass found that not only are there different 
patterns of' abilities required for success in the various 
schools and colleges, as the above study indicates, but that 
different levels of' abilities seem to be required also. y 
Concerning institutional differences, Douglass• re-
sUlts indicate that the comparatively inf'erior students at-
.. ~ . - . . . -. .. 
t~nded __ souther!l_schools,. te~chers c?lleges and normal schools, 
and denominational colleges. Students of' comparatively supe-
r·ior ability attended eastern schools, better known independ-
ent colleges or universities of' not less than 6000 student~. 
Upon comparing the·results of' the above study \v.ith that 
. ' . . . . .. 3/ . . . . 
of' Hahn and MacLean's we find that the findings are in 
both cases, in close agreement. 
~ In an early study, Noble and Arps examining curri-
cUlum dif'f"erences at Ohio State University on the basis of' 
Army.Alpha test scores, found essentially the same hierarchi-
cal arrangement of' abilities as the previous two investigators, 
~· R. Douglass, ttnif'ferent JLevels and Patterns of' Ability - · :es~ary ~or Success in C'ollege, tt- Occupations (19l.t-3), 22:182-86. 
.6/Loc. cit. 
3/Loc. cit. 
!tiE~ L.; Nob~e, G. F. Arps, ttUniversity s-tudents' Intelligence 
Ratin~s According· to the Army .!lpha !fest, tt- School and Society, 
(1920), 11:233-37. . 
:14 
with the colleges of'_ medicine, law, journalism and engineer-
ing distinctly higher than the medians for the schools of' 
pharmacy, education and dentistry. 
11 
In a report discussing the comparative merits of' po-
tential public school teachers, one-finds the statement; 
That the professional schools for teachers have not 
in general selected so high a proportion of' the more in-
telligent and the more scholastically competent ofthe 
high-school. graduates as have colleges of other types 
has been kn6wn for a long time.-
-- gj - - -- - ---
Welbornts study does not support the opinion that 
. . - . 
teachers-college freshmen are markedly low in ability. That 
they are somewhat low, however, is admitted. 
-31 -----
Traxler, using the Otis test as an index of' ability, 
and sampling schools throughout the coun~ry, reports a median 
IQ score of 109 for the liberal arts student, as against a 
median score of' 105 f'or both junior college and teachers' 
- . --
college students. 2hese results would indicate, according to 
-- -!±! --
Traxle~,- tt •••• that a student of' mediocre ability has a some-
wh~t better chance of'_success in a junior college or a teachers' 
i/Ahonymous, -uno Superior College Students Pre_;pare- f'or Public-
S.~h~ol_Teaching~n- School and Society (1943), 51+:298. __ _ 
YE:. Ti. Welborn, ttTl:ie QUality of' Student,s Attending- Tea-chers-
?<:>~eg~s, 11 ~ourna.l of' Educational Research (1946), 39:668-:-70. 
3/A:.. -E. Traxler, -''What-- is- the Satisfactory IQ f-or· Admission 
to College?'tt Sqhool and Society (1940), 51:462-64. 
'. . ~ . - - . . ' .. ~ '' ..... -~ .. . 
~Op. cit., p. 464. 
:15 
college than in. a four year liberal arts college.tt 
·v 
Mosier fo~d by classi~ing students according to the 
.... .. 
curri~ulum p11rsue~, tha~ in_ terms of the __ to;tal score ()f. the 
American Council on Education Psychological Examination, 
liberal a?ts and engineering students ranked high, while busi-
ness administration and education students ranked low. 
Comparing the intelligence of liberal arts and business y 
a~ministratio:r:>-_students, :Efauser found no real difference 
in over·-all score. 
.. . ... 
A small but-statistically significant 
•• • •.. , . , . . . . , • - • I 
difference was found howev~r, on the ~merican Council on Edy-
cation Psychological Examination {ACE) linguistic scores, in 
. . 31 
favor of the liberal arts students. Hauser concludes how-
ever that, turhe difference in intelligence between the Liberal 
Arts and Business Adm~J?.istration students are probably too _ 
~mall to be of very much ~al~e for admission polic~es, ~eth()dS 
of" instruction, guidance or·· counseling at the college level. tt 
. !U . . ... . .. 
ffebneidler and Eerdie · conducted an investigation de-
termining differences among colleges and classes at the Uni-
i/C. I. Mosier; ttGr·oup of' Factors in Colleg·e CurricUla,u 
J'o~nal of Educational Psychology (1935), 26:513-22. 
Z/L. J'. Hauser, ucomparative S'tudy of the Intelligence of 
University Freshmen Enrolled in Business and Liberal-Arts· 
Schools,a· J'ournal of Educational Research (September, 1949), 
43:49-51. 
.. . -. . . .... 
3(L()c•. cit. 
5/G. G. · Schneidler, R. F. Berdie, "Eauca tional Hierarchies ·· 
and Scholastic Survival;n·J"ournal of Educational Psychology 
(March, 1942}, 33:l99 ... 208. 
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varsity o! Minnesota in terms of three measures of' scholastic 
aptitude and achievement at the time of' entrance to the uni-
versity. The measures used included: the American Council 
on ?aucation Psychological Examinat~OJ:h the Cooperative English 
Test (Form OM), and rank in high school graduating class. 
The following colleges ranked the highest on all three 
. ·-
measures: ~edicine, ~w, Business Administ:r?ation, Science, 
Literature and ~he Art~~ and the Institute of Technology, 
while students in the colleges of Education, Agriculture, 
Dentistry and Pharmacy ranked somewhat lower. 
"11 
~l:J.iams on · using the Minnesota c·ollege Aptitude Test 
as a measure of.ability, computed the median freshmen per-
centiles of 1472 graduated college seniors. 
The results plac~ Medicine, Arts, Law, Engineering and 
Business at the top,_in. that ord~r, a~d Educat~on, J?harma~y? 
Nursing and Agriculture at the ~ottom, in the same sequence. 
Difference{? i:q achievement.-- The research suggests that 
what holds true for differences in ability from curriculum 
to curriculum, also true for achievement, i.e., the curri-
culum that contains students of' comparatively superior abili-
tY._, .. ~lso contains students o:f comparatively superior achieve-
ment. y 
Anderson and Berning in a survey of the post-school 
1/E. · G. Williamson; "Uuidance Use of' Senior .College Norms, n 
TI'<?ctJ.pations (1~37), 15:26-30. · 
g/Biennial Report of the Committee on Educational Research 
1?38-1940; St~ies·in Higher Education, University of' 
M~nnesota, 19 1, p. 37. 
:17 
status of' Minnesota high school graduates, f'ound that liberal 
arts st11~~nts ranked high~r scholastically in_sec?nda~!-~Ch()~l 
than junior college and teachers college st11den~s~ ~~~~here, 
we f'ind the teachers college students ranking comparatively 
~ow, f'or wh,ile the high school record of' the junior college 
~~udents_is n?t as good as that of' the liberal arts students, 
it is nevertheless superior to that of students in education. 
··v ··- - .. 
Douglass · reported departmental dif'f'erences based on 
high school marks as follows: 
Medical School 
Law School 
School of' Business Administration 
College of' Education 
C.6llege of' Dentistry 
School of' Nursing 
rrollege of' Pharmacy 
General College 
The above numbers are simply numerical grade equival~nts, 
i.~. '· th __ e hig_h school letter grades have been assigned numeri-
- . ·-· ·y 
cal equivalents based on a scoring scheme devised by Douglass. 
.. .. 
As noted under the previous section, Differences in abil-
.. ... . .. . . .. .... - .. ' .. . .. 3.1 . . - . 
i ty, S~lmeid~er a.J?-d ~-e~die · f'ound the same curricular hier-
archy using the Cooperative English Test as he did with the 
. - . . . ~ 
scholast~c aptitude test, i.e., curr;icular groups scori!l~ 
high on the aptitude test did likewise on the achievement 
i/floc. cit. 
~oc. cit. 
3/Loc. cit .. 
'······ :l8 
te~t, while those scoring low on the aptitude test, scored 
Iow on the achievement test. 
·1.1 
In a study reported by Wheeler and Wheeler, liberal 
arts, business administration and science students were found 
to be superior to education students when compared on the basis 
of' their reading scores. 
It becomes increasingly apparent that, in general, those 
curriculums demanding students with compa~~t~vely high ability, 
make the same demands concerning achievement. 
Differences in interests.-- Many studies in the litera-
ture indicate that another important difference found among 
curriculum students is the interests of the students, i~e., 
a group of' students in a particular curriculum appear to have 
common interests that are unique and distinct from any other 
curriculum group. 
v 
Blum makes a strong issue of' the value of' interest 
measurement to college entrance policies. 
In view of' the large differences among the prof'es~ 
sional schools regarding interests it seems that interest 
measurement·should be a part of' the selection proced'tlre 
by which·candidates·are selected f'or the profession of' 
teaching·.: •• ~This same statement can be made concerning 
selection for four other professions. 
1/L. R. Wheeler, v. D. Wheeler, ttRelationship Between Reading 
Abilityand.Intelligence Among University·Freshmen;" J"ournal 
of' ~ducational Psychology (April, 19~9), 40:230-38. 
gjL. P. B111m, ttCompara tive Study·· of' Students ·Preparing for 
Five Selected Professions Including Teaching,u- J"~nal of 
Experimental Education (September, 1947), 16:31-~ · 
:19 
v 
The f'our other prof'essions that Blum · ref'ers to ~J:l:":" .• 
elude law, medicine, mechanical engineering, and journalism • 
. .. . .. y . 
Philips and Osborne in their discussion of' interes.t 
and type of' curriculum, f'ound. that business administration 
students had characteristic occupational interest prof'iles 
on the Kuder Pref'er·ence Record, scoring significantly higher 
than other curricular students, on the Persuasive, Computa-
. . 
tional and Clerical scales. 
. . . 31 . . . 
Although Mangoldts data was based entirely on the 
. - - -
results.~:r colleg~ women, her.f'indings corroborated somewhat 
the above results. The f'ollowing mean percentiles were ob-
tained f'or 16 Business Administration women students at 
MacMurray College. 
rramputational 69 
Persuasive····· 52 
Social Service 80 
Clerical 88 
~n additionally high category, Social Service, has been 
:round. Whether this high Social Service score is typical of 
women students only, or a chance occurrence, one can only 
speculate. 
~oc. cit. 
Yftl. S, Philips, R. ·T. Osborne, nNote on the Relationship of' 
the Kuder Preference Record Scales to College Marks, Scholastic 
Aptitude and Other·Variables;tt Educational and Psvcholo~ical 
Measurement (19~9), 9:331-37. 
. . 
3/Betty-~ane Mangold, An Anal~is of' the Kuder·Pre~erence Record, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, cMurray College, 19 3, 
20 
··········· ..... ····· v ··-····-· ----
Regarding Science -~jo:z:-s 2 Mango:J_<I._. .. _reports a high 
Scientific _rating falling_on_ the 96 percentile, a~ against 
an extr~mely lQ\ol __ P.·ers~sive rating, falling at the ~ ;P~~~ _ 
centile. With the exception of Social s·ervice (68 percent-. 
- . -- .. ' ... -- .. ---
ile?, the r·emaining categories cluster about the 50 percent-
ile. 
In discussing the relation-of Kuder scores to onets 
. .._ . '' gj 
major field of study, Mangold found that of the 120 stu-
- - ... 
dents whose major study was classified by the major interest 
gr<?ups_of the Kuder Record, 49 per ce~t reee~ved.the high:est 
~core on that sc~le which includ_ed _their major, 24: :per ce!l.t 
showed ~ec~nd_ ranking interest in th~ field of the~r majo:r:. 
study and 9 per cent showed third highest interest. For onJ.y 
-- ·- . - -· 
18 per cent did any of the three highest ratings not include 
. . . - -
their major. None of the young women had used the Kuder re-
sults in deciding up-on vocational choice at the time major 
field of study was indicated. 
Of the 64 students planning careers in the field of 
~ocial se~vic~, judging this scale to cover social wo~k, per-
sonnel work and ~eaching, ~5 per cent received their highest 
score on the social service scale, 16 per cent showed this 
to be the second highest interest area, 14 per cent showed 
l(.Ibid~, P• 23. 
Y,Ibid.' p. 23-. 
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third ra.nk;ing int:er~st, _ and 25 per cent ~ay~ __ othe:r areas· of 
interest preference. The last may be partially explained by 
- . . . . 
the fact that especially for· teachers the major field of 
- . -
interest might be the subjec~. taught; for example, high 
clerical and computational interests for a business adminis-
tration teacher. y 
Perry and Shuttleworth analyzed the Kuder profiles 
of 669 freshmen on the basis of degree objectives, and con-
cluded: 
The data i:hdicate that the·· great majority of these 
freshmen ·have made degree choices in harniony·"Tith their 
interests.· ·BN"-the same token, the data-indicate that 
the Kuder profiles have a large degree of validity iii 
assisting students·in'the selection of eduqa:tional and 
vocational objectives. 
-·-- - . - ·Y --
corroborating the above r~sul~s ~ Baggal~y_, in a s~mi-
lar study based on the Kuder_prof~les of Harvard fre~~en,_ 
states that tt· •••• it appears that the Kuder scores provide a 
. . . - -· 
.sound basis for differentiating among Harvard students who 
. . - ' .. ·- ... 
propose to concentrate in different academic fields. tt 
- 31 . . . . . - . _, 
Kuder· · cites the medians and quartiles of the nine 
1/.T. D. Perry, F~ K. Shuttleworth; ttKuder Profiles of College 
F_ reshmeri. ·by ·Degree Obj-ectives, u Journal of Educational Research 
Cc!aJ?-Ua~y, 194~), ltl: 363-65. _ _ _ _ _ . · 
g/.11.~ _R~- Baggaley _,_ ttRelation Between Scores Obta~n.ed by Harvard 
Freshmen on the ~der Preference Record and The~r Fields or· 
Concentration,u J'ournal of Educational Psychology (November, 
19lt?), 38:421-27. -
.' . -· . ·-. 
3/G~ Frederic Kuder, Revised Manual· for the· Kuder -Preference~· · 
Record, Science Research Associates, Chicago, 1946, pp. 12-13. 
interest categories of the Preference Record for 1263--women 
students preparing for various occupations. While many of 
these differences are large, the report does not indicate 
the significance of any of the differences. 
Summa:ry.-- The results of all these investigations are 
in almost every instance identical. The research would seem 
to ~dicate up_ to this point, that the liberal ~rt~, scien-
tific and business administration students are somewhat su-
peri~r ~~udents_, with the education and junior_ colleg~ stu-
dents located on_t:t:e ~ower end of the continuum~ _and t~e 
others falling somewher-e in between, The various curricular 
groups also appear to have characteristic interest profiles, 
Implic~tions.~- The fact that differ~nces in abilit!, 
achievement, and interest eXist f'rom one curriculum to another 
. . . .. ~ . . .. 
is undisputed. 2here is also almost unanimous agreement among 
the various investigators as to the nature and direction of' 
these differences. These findings are of tremendous import 
to gu~dance spec;tali~ts, but one must be hesitant in attempt-
V 
ing to ~raw any st~reotyped conclusions, for as Douglass 
cautiously points out: 
The principal conclusion is that it is not only 
futile-but dangerous to attempt to advise categorically 
any given individual whether · or not he should go ·to · · 
college or even whether he could probably make an average 
scholastic record. As much apparently depends on the 
institution he enters and the-curriculum he follows as 
on his general mental ability. 
1/0p, cit., p. 186 
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Related Correlational Studies 
Since a good po~tion of" th~~ ~tudy is concerned wii;l?-, .~~~­
correlation of' f"9ur_variables, viz., intelligence, achievem.ent, 
inte.rest an~ high school rank, it may be well to survey the 
literat~re in this field, and thus make it possible to com-
pare the results of' this study with what has already been 
- . . .. . . 
f"ound in the literature. The writer was unable to locate any 
previous studies that have attempted to determine the correl.a-
. . . -. . 
tion of' all of' the af"orementioned variables within the f"rame-
- - .. . . ~ . 
work of' a p~rticu.J.a:r college curriculum,_ as .. t~is study pro-:-_ 
poses to do. The majority of' the studies f'ound are based on 
data obtained from a population sample representative of' 
either· the general school or college population. 
St. 
. . 
==~:"'-=~=~~=='--lt~e:IOlOs:..:ott.¥,.s .• -- In an early study, 
computed the degree of' relationship existing 
between IQ and Achievement test scores in reading and arith-
metic, and obtained a mean correlation of' .56. 
The mean correlation f"or all grades of' the Mooseheart 
-- - . y 
Ei.gh School, according to Kobnts study, between school 
achievement as measured by the Sones-Ha.rry·Righ School Aehieye-
- . - ~ 
ment ~est, and general intelligence as measured by the Morga,n 
... . . . . .. . .. .. . .. ' . .. . .. -· . 
Mental Test was .54.. The Ohio State Psychological EXam and 
1/Charles w. ·St. J"ohn, Educational Achievement in-Relation to·· 
Int~J.l~gencE:l~ Harvard U~iver·sity Pre~~' Cambridge,l930, p. 102 •. 
gjff.. A:. Kohn, ttA.chieveinent and Intelligence Examinations Cor-
related with Each Other and '\vith Teachers • Rankings, tt Peda-
gogical Seminary, (J"une, 1938), 52:4-33-37. 
I' 
the American Council on Education correlate .82 and .71 re-
.·, 
spectively with the Sones-Rarry, while the average of both 
. . '· - ·- ..• . .... . "· ' .. - .. . .. . ···- .. , ..... 
these tests yielded a coefficient of .59 when correlated with 
the Bones-Harry. 
·v 
Darley reports a correlation of .69 between the 
nv.erbal factor'' of the Thurstone Primary Mental Abilities 
Test and the Coop~~ative ~glish Test, Form OM. 
ITsing the same two tests employed in this paper, 
.. gj . 
Kir.kpa~rick and Rupp '. cite a corre~ation <?f. .77 betwe~n 
the Pintner Advanced .. Test and the Cooperative English Test. 
. . .. 31. .. . . . .... . . · ...... 
Woolf and Liri.d . ~eported _a correlation of .80 between 
the Stanf"ord-Binet Scale and the New St;anf"ord Achievement 
T·est. 
!±I F,einberg · in a similar study, obtained a coefficient 
of .82 in correlating several well-known group intelligence 
tests with the Ne:w S'tanf"ord Achievement Test. 
• .. 
J:7oB· ~it., P•. 195. 
YF~ H.· Kirkpatrick, R-. A. Rtipp, ttThe P'intner Test a.t the 
COllege·Level,n J"ournal of Educational Research (J"anuary, 1940), 
33:357-59. 
·- . . ... . -
.3/ffenriette Woolf; Christine Lind, tt>A Study of Some Practical 
Considerations Involved in the Use of Two ·Educational Test · ·· 
B~tteries, tt J"ournal of Educational Psychology (1938), 29;?29-34. 
~nry Feinberg; ttiQ Correlated with EQ,n: .Journal of Educa-
tional Psychology (191+1), 32·:617-23. · 
-···. ----· .. 
I.obJgh ::V in discussing the place o:f the Myer§-Rttch · 
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H.igh Sch~ll P~ogress Test~ a standardized test, in his school 
. I .. - - . --. - - . - - ... -
program, found that the students in his high school who ~ell 
into .the ~pper quartile on the test had an average IQ o:f 121, 
those second quartile had an average IQ o~ 113, those 
in the_t~·rd, 101, while those in the ~ourth had an average 
Although this information is indicative o~ a posi-
• ••r. --- •• • - • • • 
ion~hi:P.,_ ~h~r~ ~s .no information given as to the 
extent o this relationship·• J y In J comparatively recent study, Burkhardt · reports 
c~effici~nts of .~o and ~~6, in computing the correlation of 
the Cali~~rni~ M~n~al Maturity Test and the Otis In~el~i~e~~e 
~est~ re~pe~tiv~ly~ with a~hievement in readi~g as measured 
- . . I . - - -- . - - . 
by the Oliio State Psychological E~gmination. 
II • • - • • • - ·- •• • - •• 
i 
AbiJLity and school achievement.--- In an early study 
y . 
J"ordan [ correlated ~our well-known intelligence tests with 
! 
I 
! 
• I 
3/A. M• .!J-ordan,·· n-c:orrelations o~ Four Intelligence Tests ·with 
Grades,n-IJ"oyrnal o~ Educational Psychology (1923), 13:419-29. 
I 
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I 
school gr*des. The highest correlation obtained between the 
be~t oi' + :t'ol/ predict~rs and school grades was an': o:r .• 55. 
St. fohn · in summarizing the w·ork of other investiga-
tors, cit~d some 600 coe~ficients of correlation between 
teachers•lmarks and intelligence test performance, the average 
I . 
of these borrelations being );.O, Testing the same relation-
! . y 
ship hims~l~, St. Jobnts study yielded an r of .445 • 
. I .. . 31 
Ross/ and Hooks in summarizing the results o:f. a half . 
. I 
I dozen stu~ies, reported correlations ranging from .18 to .72 
... ··:· . . . . .. . . - . .. . . 
between ~telligence test results and achievement in three 
I 
separate ~igh school subjects. The median of these correla-
t· .. · 
I 
tions wasl .39 • 
.. I.... . .. . . :±! 
In al similar study, Adkins reported correlations 
..... - ... I .. ·. . .. . .. . -.. .... .. .. . . .. . . .. ... . .. . . . . . . - . 
ranging from .53 to .73, using three different intelligence 
t~sts andl co:0elatin~ th<>lll separately with school grades. 
Nemz~k obtained correlations ranging from .401 to 
i I· . 
l/Op, citk, p. 38. 
. . . . i . 
Moe. cit, 
.. . - I . 
3/C'. C, R~ss N~ T. Rooks "Row Shall We Predict·High School ·-· Achieveme~t,~ Journal of ~dueational Research (1930), 22:184-96. 
.. . I . . . . . . . . . ... 
!r/Dorothyl e:, Adkins, ttThe Efficiency of Certain Intelligence · 
Tests in !redicting Scholarship Scores,n: J"ournal. of Educational 
PsycholOWr (1937), 28:129-34. · · 
. ·. I . . . . . . 
$'Glaude t •. Nemzek, ~e Value o:f C:ertain Factors for Direct 
and DiT~elrential Prediction of·Aeademic Suceess,tt Journal o;t: 
E±perimenltal Educatio:g (1938-39), 7:199-202 .. 
. I . . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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.502 for foys,, and )t~5 to .• 606 for girls, which is what one 
would nor~lly expect, since girls tend to apply themselves 
. . . 'I .. 
more thanlboys at this particular age level., 
. I 11 · 
Ryan~ using a popula.tion sample of' forty junior col-
i 
lege sophbmores, and ninety-two high school juniors, obtained 
. . I . 
I 
an abnor~lly high correlation of .,71 between intelligence 
·I . 
and schoo~ marks. 
-~-·-. ····y 
Ra.rt!son and Sprow reported correlations, between IQ I . . . . 
and high ~chool scholarship on the basis of the Otis, Terman, 
~:n::t:: ::aN::~~~ ~:~l::g:::::::t:: :~:::f~::? 
to a h~gJ of' ·1+80 when predicting college s.ch<?larship. 
Ach~evement tests and school achievement.,--· nn·a compre-
.•.. I . . ••• . .. . . .31 
hensive Jtudy involving 138 colleges an anonymous study 
. .. . I·. .. . .. . . . .. . ... · . . .... 
reported jcorrelations: _ranging from .o43 to .60 between the 
I 
Gooperatjjve English Test and average grades for the first two 
[· 
years in/college. The mean correlation was .,54 • 
• I &/ 
St. [John obtained a mean correlation of .48 between 
achievem~nt tests and school grades. 
I· 
1/David Cf. Ryan's·, UcJI: Study of the Observed Relationship Between 
Persiste~ce, Test Results, Intelligence Indices·; and Academic· 
Succes~, 'j· Jour~l of' Educati~nal Psychology (1938), 29: 573-BO.o 
gjL.. · ·n. Ifartson, A. J. S:prow . nvalue of Intelligence Quotients 
in Secondary School :f'or Predicting College·Scholarship,n·Edu-
cationalland Psychological Measurements ~1941), 1:387-98. 
.. . . I . .. . .. . 
3./Anonymqms, ttThe 1932 College Sophomore Testing Program, tt 
Educatiortal Record (October, 1932), 13=290-343. 
. . . J . . .. 
~oc, c~t. 
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11 Tr er in citing 121 correlational studies found a 
median co[relation o:r •. 72 between the G'_oonerative Achievement 
Tests and school marks·;, 
Essel tially the same relationship has been :round to hold 
true whenlu~i:ng these achievement tests as predictors or col-b ·2/ lege succ
1
ss._ Harris,- as mentioned earlier, in_summari~ing 
a ~a:rge nrbe~ or studies, cited corre~at-ions of .36 and .6o 
between Ehglish and reading tests and college grades. !- . .. . .... 31 .. . . .. . - .... 
Call~s and Wrenn · · reported a correlation of • 72 between 
~he Ge~erkl Edu~ati~nal Development Tests and first term (col-
leg~) h. on~b_r·-poUlt ra-tio~-
. . !±! 
C:oop _ ider and _Laslett- found li tt:Le, if any, difference 
between s andardized achievement tests and scholastic aptitude 
..... I . . . - -
tests and! thei;r correlation with s~hool and C()~lege grades. _ 
Inte~est and abil.i'ty.-- Studies dealing with the relation-
ship of i terest and ability have thus far been discouraging. !iJ• 
Segel and Brintle in an early study, using the ACE as an 
J/A:rthur lE·. TTaxler, 1936 ·Fall Testing Program in Independent · 
Schools, and Supplementary . Studies; Educational·· Records Bulletin 
N~. 1?, Er~cational Records Bureau, 1937, pp. 83-lll~ 
Moe. cit. 
. l . 
3./Robert llis, C. Gilbert Wrenn, 11 The GED Tests as Predictors 
of'Schoia tie Success;tt" Educational and Psychological Measure-
ments (19 7), 7;93-100. 
' . . . . . . . 
!t/R. A. Cooprider, H.. R. La:slett, ttpredictive Values of' the 
Stanford cientific and the Engineering and Physical Science 
Aptitude e·sts ~ n-· Educational and Psychological Measurements 
(19~8), 81:683-~7. 
:vnavid S~gel~ S. L. Brintle~ tt-The Relation of Occupational _ 
Int~restfcores as Measured by the Strong Interest Blank to 
Achieveme t Test ResUlts and College Marks in Certain College · 
Subject oups, tt· .Journal of' Educatiorutl Research (193lr), 27:~2~5. 
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index of reneral .a'biii~y,.a.-nd the Strong Vocational Blank as 
a measure1 of' interests, :found but one correlation that could 
. .. . I· .. . . . . . .. . . • 
not be acbounted for by chance. I. .. ll . 
Adkilns and KUder approached the same problem, but 
I 
used two rifferent measuring devices, the Thurstone Tests of 
Primary Albilities and the Kuder Preference Record. In cor-
1 
relating [the Kuder Preference Record with the seven scores 
yielded q~ Thurstonets Test for PrimarY Mental Abilities, in I.. . ..... 
only one linstance did they :find a correlation above .30. The 
correlatJon r~ported was. one of' .39 for women, between tL?-e 
Number C"~posite and the c-omputational. preference scal.es. 
In Jpite of' the :fact that this study showed an increase 
.. . I ... 
in the n~ber of' s~gnif'icant r·elati?~hips~ _ th~ authors con-
cluded; 1~: : : th~ interpretation of preference scores as in-
dicative iof' the presence or absence of' special abilities is 
. ... . . . I 
unwarranted by the results of this investigation.n· 
TriJgs ~-in a_later ~t1ldY:. ~si~g the ACE and th~ Kuder 
I • 
Preferende Record as measuring instruments, found more sub-
... . . .. I . .. . . . .. . . . 
stantial!relationships than eith of' the above studies, but 
. . . I . ··.· . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. 
I points t9 the reason for these increased correlations: 
! 
1,/DorothyC. Adkins, G.-Frederic Kuder, ttThe·Relation·o:r 
Primar .. y Fntal·Abilities ·to Activity Pref'.erences,n Psycho-
metrika 19~0), 5:251-62. 
. . . 
' I 
g/France$ a. Triggs, ttA.Study of' the Relation o~ Kuder Pre;.;. 
f'erence · ecord Scores to Various ·Other .. Measures, tt Educational 
and P c o o ic 1 Measu ement (19~3), 3:341-54. 
I 
I 
I 
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-I More nia.rked relationships ·between·ability ·and ·in-
tere ts'than·have·been found in~previous ·studies ten.a· 
to __ bf evident \1/"hen ·the test-s ·used measure similar f'ac;..;. 
tors f, ··-such as c6ID.putatio:tiaT interest and· computational 
abilities, rather than general ability and specific 
interests-or vice versa. 
Mang~ld l/ using the same tWo measuring instruments; 
as those .rsed in the above study, but a slightly d:i.:f':f'erent 
approach, j f'oun(]_ _ an insignificant_ correla t~on of' • 084 between 
the number of' scores above the 75th percentile on the Pre-
. -· .• 1 .. - •. y 
ference R~cord and ACE results. Mangold thus concludes 
~ . . :~ . 
I 
that tt~ ... L there was no relationship between superior scores 
··j· . . . . -· . . . - ... -
on the Psr.ch?logical ~~min~tion ~nd th.e.number of' fields in 
which higt levels of' interest were :f'ound.• . .3/ . 
In a i recent study, Philips and Osborne · · found a slight 
1- ... - ----- .... -·-· ••.. - _.. 
I 
but positive relationship between scores on the Literary scale 
. i ,., -· 
an~ scholtstic aptitu~e: while S~cial ~e.ryic~, Mechanical. and 
Computatibnal score-s showed ~ low but negative relationship 
.... - . - -· I --
to schola~tic aptitude., 
- -1 - !t! 
Interest and achievement.-- Yum reported a correlation 
of ~;35 fbr average college grades of' Univers~ty ~f Chic~go 
. -- -. I - - -- .. ---- . -- --. - . .. -
men stude~t-s and the Kuder Literary scale._ The only ():ther 
I 
significantly high correlation reported was found between 
I 
- -- f. 
J/.OP. cit+, p. 14. 
- . - I . 
g(.Op._c~tt~ p. l4. 
~oc. cii. 
. . I , 
!±/K.. s-. Yili.m, us-tudent Preference in Divisional Studies· and Their -· 
Preferential Activities,a Journal of Psychology (1942), 13:193-200~ 
II 
• I 3~ 
the avera~e college_gradE3s of'_ women studeJ:l~S and the.Kuder 
Computatirl scale~ . The correlation reported was .295'. The 
remaining! correlations were so low as to be of' negligible 
. . ! 
I 
value. I 
ry 
Tridgs obtained some small corJrelations between Kuder 
I 
scores 1 achievement as measured by the JP'f/!'. Engl:l.sh. Train-
in Test , Iowa Silent Reading Tests, and school marks. The 
relations ips were f'ound to eJ_Cist between interest. in a parti,-
cular f'ieild such as computational and achievement in the same· 
f'iel.d~ sJch as mathematics~ The results on the \vhole, however, 
were not particularly encouraging4 
' .. tV ,, ...... ' - ' '' . - .. 
C'ro,~y f'oun~ sta;t~sticall~ signif'~cant_di~f'erences _ 
~etw~en_~ood ~d poor Cornell -q-ni-yersity students, the former 
possessi~g high Kuder scores in corresponding subject matter 
1 . - - - . 
f'iel~s~ 1nd ~he latt~r ~ignii'i~antly low interest scores. 
Next, in ~order to det·ermine the_ actual d3Jree of' -~elationship 
between liuder scores and grades, Crosby combined both the · 
. I . .. . . ... ... - . • . .. 
~;ghandllow interest groups~ and the scores f'or both were 
correlatJd with their grades. The following Pearsonian co-
. I -- . 
ef'f'icien~s were obtained: 
. . . I . 
~oc, cit. 
~:~ C~ ~rosby,. ttS~holastic Achievement and Measured Interests, tt 
Journal of' ApplJ.ed Psychol.ogy (1.9lt3), 27:101-lolt. ' 
Y.Ib~d~ ~ lp~ 103. 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Righ and low scientif'ic interest 
and -bhemistry grades -· · 
High and low scientif'ic interest 
and iological ·grades · · 
Highl-and low computational interest 
and ~ccounting grades 
.67!:.05 
.67f:.05 
I . 
As the author points out, however, these correlations I - --
must be i~terpreted with caut2on because of' the f'act that 
only the lextrel!les of' the groups were included. 
32 
. 11 
Man~old in determining the relationship between Kuder 
. . I . . 
i 
scores a~d the achievement of' college women, obtained the 
i 
f'ollowin~ correlations: 
I . 
Kuddr literary and Eng~ish grades 
Kud* li teraxy and 
Cooperative English Test 
Kud~r-scientif'ic and 
s·cience. gradeS - . 
Kud r scientif'ic and 
Coo erative Natural Sciences Test 
j . 
.2792:.053 
. . 
.307!:.053 
.. - . ... .. . ~ . 
• olr6 :t. 067 
. .. . - . 
• 385i-. Olt7 
. . . . Whi1e these. correlations are not as high as those re-
ported b~ Crosby, since the f'ull range of' cases has been 
~sed~ ~~d hen~e~ there is no selection of' cases as was 
done in 9rosby's investigation, there are nonethelBss 
some sig~if'icant correlations. 
sumJary~-- Correlationa~ studies involving intelligence 
i • -- . 
i 
tests an4. school achievement, and achievement tests and school 
achievemJnt~ suggest that neither one nor the other yields a 
. . I . . . . . 
higher_ coef'f'icient of' correlation. In both cases, most of' 
.. I . . • • . • . -
the coef'~icients reported f'all in the order of' .5o. In 
i 
I-I • 
1./0;p. cit., p. 15. 
. I 
I 
I 
I ~ general,. '-ntelligence tests and s.tandardized achievement i . 
tests tend to yield comparatively higher correlations, ~ome­
i 
where in the order of' .60. Finally, the findings of research 
i 
dealing with the degree of' relationship between interest 
I 
tests andi intelligence and achievement have been disappoint-
~ ! 
ing, with! the majority or correlations reported, falling 
. ~ .. . :· 
below .30/· 
Impliications.-- The literature indicates that a definite 
relations~ip exists between the :f."our variables used in this 
s:f;u~y, :r-Jgardl.ess or whether the popUlation sample falls 
i 
into a p~ticular curricular category or not. The fact that 
. . i . 
these correlations are either high or l.otv is not important 
I 
i 
to the implications of' this study. The :f."act that these 
correlatiions are signi:f."icantly di:f."f'erent f'rom one curricular 
group· to :another is important however, from the point o:f 
. . . ! 
view or ~uidance and counseling. 
I 
C'HAPTER III 
PROCEDUB.ES 
Variables Used in Study 
: 11 
Des.dription of instruments .. -- The Pintner Advanced 
Test: Fdrm A, purports to measure eight different aspects 
I . 
of general mental ability through the following eight sub-
i . 
tests; Vocabulary, Logical oelection, Number Sequence, Best 
I . . . .. 
, I • , • 
Answer, Classification, Opposites, Analogies, and Arithmetic 
... ! • . . . . 
Reasoning. All items are of' the five-alternative-answer 
! 
type andihave llbera~ time limj_~s, so that the speed :ractor 
! 
~s ~e~t -~~- a mi_n~~~· The norms o:f this test are based on 
apP!oxi~tei.~- 6o,o~o cases drawn :from se-y-en co~unities 
represen~ative of varying levels o:f the country .. 
Most of the reliabilities obtained via the spl.it-half 
I 
I 
and inter:f'orm methods are in excess of' • 90. c·orrelations 
i 
wit~ othkr intell.ig~nce tests range from .71 with t~e Binet 
I 
to .87 :fpr the Otis. A correlation of .77 ~dth the Coopera-
r 
tive English Tes.t. was also report·ed. 
i 
I!iil s. 
Thei scores recorded :for use in this study were Deviation 
i 
I 
Tfese scores are obtained 
I 
I 
by taking the deviation of 
1/Rudo~ PintneF, Directions :for Administering and Scoring 
Pintner· !Intermediate Test aid Pintner Advanced Test, World 
Book Company, New York, 19 2. 
34 
I 
i 
I 
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score for·! each individual from·the norm for his age and not-
I 
I 
.-......... 
ing whether it is a plus or minus dif'ference. A table in 
.. . .. i .. ll . .. . . .. . .. 
Pintner...-simanual then lists the IQtts co'rresponding to 
I. 
l 
the various deviations. 
. . I . 
I 
The <l:ooperative English Test is divided into two basic 
. . I . . . 
tests,. vi~.-, tests of' expression and tests o:r reading com-
. .. . . j·. . .. . . . . 
prehensio*, dealing respectively with the active and passive 
...... l . . y .... 
use of the language. The manual · points out that: 
I 
IThe expression tests measure Mechanics of' Express-
ion ~GralllJ!latical Usage, ~unctuation~ Capitalization, 
and :p:pellmg) and Effect~veness of' .l:!:xpression (Sentence 
Structure and Style, Active Vocabulary, and Organiza.;.. · 
tion~. The Cooperative ·Reading eomprehension T·ests pro-
videif'our separate scores: 
i 1~ Vocabulary Score · · 
!2~ Speed of Comprehension Score 
13~ Level of'Comprehension Score i 4. ·T"otal Reading Score · [The reading sections of these tests are based on 
the belief that reading comprehension is essentially a 
thinl;tingprocess, a process whichrequires mental facil-
ity :tn inaniptl.latiiig verbal concepts; a background· o:f 
expetience and skill in the specialized techniques o:f 
reading comprehension~ These three interrelated-abili-
ties~ when ·combined with skill in the mechanics o:r · · 
reading, determine· the l.evel of' comprehension-which an 
indiVidual may attain and also the ma::timum speed with 
which he is ·able to read and comprehend mat.erials or 
a giyen level of difficulty for a specific purpose. 
. I . . .. . 
A go?d deal of emphasis is placed on time, particularly 
I 
... f 
i/Op. cit~, p·. 8 .. 
. . . . . I 
gjCbopera~ive·Test Service, The Cooperative Reading Compre-
hension Tests~ Inf'ormation Concerning Their c·onstruction; In-· . 
terpretation and Use, Cooperative Test Service, Net..r York, 1940. 
I . . 
I 
.I 
36 I in the sp~ed and level of' comprehension items. All items are 
1· · ·· .. ·.··_,. ·.·. · .. :. -11·· 
of' the f'ive-alternative-answer type.· ·Bear · · reports relia-
. i·· . . . . . . . . . 
bility coeff'icients f'or the level of comprehension test, 
. . I . . . . . . . . . ... 
ranging fi.om .75 on the CJ. to .82 for the comparatively more 
I . 
dif'f'icul t I C2 f'orm. ·· In the case of' the vocabulary and total 
.. . .. j. ... . 
scores, r~liabilities of' .90 are reported. Correlations o:f 
. . . I . .. . . , .. . . •. ·. 
I 
.7 and .Biwith intelligence tests, and of •39 and •73 with 
. I.. . .. . . . 
school ~ks have also been obtained • 
. I .. .. . . . 
i ' 
The ~cores recorded in this study are scaled scores, 
. ·[ .. . .. . .... 
I i.e_., the I raw scores have been converted by means o:f a table 
I ' 
to scaled I s<?ores,. the siz.e o:f the unit. being one. tenth. of' a 
standard ~eviation of' the distribution. As such, the various I . , 
I 
sub-tests1ar.e directly comparable with each other. 
The fuder Pref'erence R~~ord ~ Form BB~. is a. ~uestionnaire 
I 
device coitstruct:ed essentially f'or purposes of' vocational 
.. I 
guidance. I It is an untimed test consisting of' 168 items. 
. .. . .. i . . . • 
Each itemlis set up in triad form, i.e., the subject is asked 
to indiea+e wllich of' three activities h~ w~uld lik~ m~st and I . . . 
which he -&ould like least. Scores are obtained in nine gen-
. . I . 
. eral intet·est areas: (1) mechanical, (2) computational, 
-·· I· 
i (3) scientific, 
.. - .. - '. . ~ 
.37 
(4) persuasive_, (5) artistic, (6_) literary, 
(?) music~l, (8) social service, and (9) clerical. y 
Reli~bility coefficients reported in the manual range 
from .86 to .98 with a median of .91. 
i - y 
The intercorrelations reported are in almost all ! - - . --
1 
cases ext~emely small. The highest correlations obtained 
. . - . - I . . ' . . 
! 
were f'oun~ between the computational and clerical scales. 
These correlations ranged from .411 to .561 for six different-
-. .. ··- .. . . 
groups. Qne other· high correlation :round, \vas an average 
~ . .. . . - ~ .. . . -.. 
correlati~n of -.38 between the scientific and persuasive 
scales. 
i-
The validity of the Preference Record is based on sev-
e:z;-al criter~a~ (1) m~an _:profiles of <?~~upational groups~_ 
(2) relation of' Preference Record scores to choice of occu-
pations and curricula, (3) relation of' Preference Record 
- .. • • • • r • •• • ••• • ' • • • • 
scores and achievement, (4) relation_ of Preference Record 
scores toigener~l and special a~ilities, and (5) relation of' 
i 
preferenc$s to job satisfaction. Much of' these data have 
been repo~ted in Chapter II of this paper. 
i" 31 
Kude* · stresses the importance of' making interpreta~ 
I 
tions andlvocational recommendations in light of' additional 
i i. 
Moe.- ci.t., P• 3 
:" . 
Moc 1 cit., p. 20 
---1 • ---
3fl-ioc. 
i 
cit., p. 19 
I 
·~,·-~~··· -· ·--
' i 
i 
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I 
informatibn, such as measures or ability and achievement • 
. • I . .. . . • • . 
Desckiption or school rank.-- In computing the school 
-- i. . - . . ,_ 
I 
rank for pach individual pupil, the standard procedure or 
! • 
assigningi each grade, a number was adopted. The rollmving 
I 
scheme wa~ used: 
A - 8 
-
A- - 7 -
B.+ = 6 
B = 5 
B- = 4 
C:-t - 3 -
G = 2 
a-:: 1 
D = 0 
A ro~.year grade average was then computed by totaling 
I 
I 
up the numbers obtained ror each course and then dividing by 
the total:number or units taken. The reason ror dividing by 
the numbei' of" units rather than courses is due of co~~e, to 
the tact that all the courses do not carry the same weight 
(since so~e meet but once or twice a week, and others meet 
rive time~ a week) and hence are not comparable. These aver-
I 
ages are then compared and ranked accordingly. Thus, ir on 
. • I '-. 
! 
the basisior.this average, a student if' round to rank f'itth 
... . . . . I . . .· . 
I 
. ' in a graduating class of one hundred, his school rank is re-
.. l . ·r:;-· . 
I ~ . 
corded as ~~being 100. For purposes of making this rank com-
1 
39 
parable fi'om one graduating class to another (since the size 
.. i . . . . . . . . - . -· " . -· 
o~ each graduating class varied) this ~raction was reduced r . . - - . . - - .. . - .. . - .... - '" -
to its decimal value. ln the a~orementioned example, this 
I· 
I 
~raction ~ould be converted to the decimal value o~ .05. It 
I 
i 
is with t~is value that this paper is concerned, and it is 
• I 
I 
I to this v~lue that the term nschool rank ration· applies. 
were 
i 
' Statistical Procedures Einployed 
I, 
ProcUrement o~ data.-- Kuder Pre~erence Record scores 
i - . 
obtained ~rom the pro~ile sheets ~ound on ~ile in the 
-.I 
I 
Watertown!Righ School Guidance O~ice. All other data can 
i 
be ~ound ~n the Individual Guidance Record cards on file in 
1 . 
the same of:rice. 
! - •. 
' T"r~atment or data.-- Pintner IQ scores (grade _9), Go-
I 
operative !English Test scores _(grade ll), Kuder Pre:rererlCe 
' ! 
Record. r~y scor_es . (grad~ li) and school rank ratios were _ 
- I . 
placed into six separa~e categories, according to post-high 
I . • • 
scho?l_cufriculum, vi~., (1) J"unior College, (2) Preparatory 
School, (~) Education, (If) Business Administration, (5) Scien-
- ' -- 'I ... . . 
I 
tific, an~ (6) Liberal Arts. Since different norms exist 
I 
for the s~xes, in the case o~ the Kuder scores, allowanc~ 
I 
was made tor sex di~~erences by treating the male and female 
'! 
i Kuder data separately • 
. . . l ... -- . 
.. Analfis of variance. was first applied in order to 
ascertainlwhether or not statistically significant differences 
. . . : . - .. . . . . . . .. . . . . ···-
exist in 4nY of the measures used, from one category to the 
I 
II 
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next. Critical ratios and t-techniques which are more common-
ly used, would be applicable here, but ext:remely ted~?us to 
use, since this would mean computing 6 means, and computing 
a t or CR. for e-ach possible difference would lead to 6 x ? 
v 
divided by 2 or 15 differences .. McNemar tersely points 
out the advantages of the analysis of variance method when 
:dealing with differences between several means. 
Obviously, the variance method requires less com-
putation, and furthermore it provides an overall test· 
of significance v.rhich is not subject to the fallacy in-
herent in singling out the comparison involving the-
Iar'gest obtained t or CR, a practice which is likely 
to capitalize on chance differences. A:rter and only 
after it has been found that the overall F is signifi-
cant, can one safely use the t technique to test the 
significance of the difference betv.reen any two of the 
group means. 
Analysis of variance is merely a statistical procedure 
allowing its user to make comparisons between variances of 
lseve~al sets of data. In the case of this_ particular study, 
the ratio of 11'between'" to ''Withinn variance is computed. 
This ratio tells the investigator whether or not the scores 
of the groups comprising the six categories have been drawn 
from the same population -of scores' or. put in another way' 
1
1the fluctuation among the total population is approximately 
! 
lthe same as the variation o:f the several group means among 
!themselves. This ratio is referred to as the 11F 11 ratio. 
The tt'betweentt-- variance (variation of group means about the 
J)Quinn McNemar, Psychological Statistics_, .John Wiley and 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1949 .. 
2 
total mean) is represented symbolically b!S P' and .. the 
2 . 
means), by_S w~ 
41 
rrthin'" variance (vCl.riation about group 
:S b is generally placed in the numerator of the ratio, since 
investigators are usually more concerned about differences 
between groups, than the f'act that there are greater dif'fer-
1 . 
ences within the groups than between t:O.t?m. 
Since it is not f'easible to include the total college 
2 
population in this study, S will represent the best unbiased 
estimate of the variance of the total population. 
As in any test of' sign~f~cance, this ratio is set up to 
te~t t~e- null hypothesis,. i.~., th13.~ no dif'ference exists in 
~~e. ~W? population variances. Thus, if the variance ratio 
lpproaches unity, t~e null hypothesis . is accepted; how·ever, 
'if the F ratio is so large, that it is not reasonable to 
assume it a chance deviation from-a true value of unity, then 
\the :r:tull hypothesis is rejected, and one must conclude that 
:the variation of _the several group means among themselves 
·I 
'is larger than expected on the basis of sampling. It follows 
·therefore,_that in terms of' the trait unde.r consideration, 
'the group variation found cannot be explained away by chance, 
~d hence, the groups are really different. Tables may be 
1found that list the various critical values of F. These F 
tables indicate just how far above unity an F ratio must be, 
before one can reject the null hypothesis. These values are 
dependent upon the size of the sample; the smaller the number 
- . F ... 
! 
d 
of cases used, the larger the F ratio must be, before attain-
. ing a level of significance. 
The particular formulas used in this study were taken 
·.lf 
from McNemar's book, and come under the heading of simple 
·analysis of variance .for groups of unequal size. Since the 
size of the sample for each of the six categories varied, 
appropriate formulas had to be selected. 
Variance Table 
Source Sum o:f Squares d:f Variance Est. 
~c£x~r (I 1 xr- 2 Between -- K-1 s b >'>-]y- ;V 
c. r- 2 rix'"_'f(g Within N-K Sw 
'YY)..,.. 
Total N-1 
y: 
1 
where f = sum of scores across the row (horizontal sums) 
I () 
Z : sum of scores. down each column (vertical sums) 
X = individual score 
'>??r- = numbe:a· of scores in each group 
IV - total number of scores for all groups. 
l(Op. c?-t., · pp. 247'-4-9. 
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K =inumber of groups 
I 
S ... -l between sum o:f squares t:, -i K~l - . 
r> ... -i :within sum of squares 
Jw -! , N-K 
df =I degrees o:f freedom 
I ~- .. 
i Thisilat~er concept:, df or degrees o:f :freedom is a :func-
r 
tion o:f Nj (no. o:f cases), and depends upon the number of' in-
dependent! values~ which in turn depends partly upon the number 
. ·i .. y 
o:f restrictions involved. McNemar · gives the :following 
I illustration: 
· . I SUppose. that X1, r2, ~' and Xlj- represent f'our 
scor~s, and l.t is reported that thel.r mean equals40. 
How many o:f' the :four deviation· Scores can we assign·· 
at ~ll? Stated in deviation units, we have (XJ. - 40)+ (::&2 !- 40) +. (X.i _- 40) +- (~. -ltO) as a sum which must 
equa(L zero.. '1-t is readily apparent that only three· 
devi~tions can nva:ry f'reely•t - the :f'ourth is :fixed 
by t~e numerical-values o:f the other three. Hence 
d:f =:4- 1, i.e.; 1 degree of' :freedom in the devia-
tions or their squares is lost because o:f the one 
rest~iction i~posed. The d:f' :for a sum o:f squares · 
abo~ a mean l.S always N~l when N scores have been 
usedi to compute the mean. In general, the d:f :for 
the-fum o:f squares is equal to the number of' squares 
minus the number o:f restrictions imposed by constants 
comp~ted from the data. 
I - .. 
By' rie:f'erring back to the variance table, it is seen that 
. i . . . 
I -
:for the t[otal sum o:f squares there is but one res~riction, 
"i • 
I the tota~ mean, and 
the d:f' w~ll be N-1. 
- . I 
as McNemar's illustration points out, 
The within-groups sum is based on the 
total n,ber o:f cases (N), but since these vary about the 
number o~ group means (K), there are K restrictions, or N-K 
I 
i 
! 
~/Op. ci~., p. 219. 
. . I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I degrees o~ fre~dom. 
. I 
Finally, the betw~~n-groups sum involves 
K means, tarying about the total mean, hence again we have 
. . . . i . 
one restrfction, viz., the total mean, and the d~ becomes K-1. 
Ali ~he statistical work in this study was done via 
: -
I 
machine cbmputation. All sums o~ squares were placed in 
. .. I . 
variance bables~ the appropriate degrees o~ freedom were then 
· · · I · ·· · . 2 2 · 
divided into the corresponding sum of squares, and S b and S w I .. . . S"- . . . 
were_ th_e_n),recorded. Since F =~,this computation was then 
. w v - . 
made, and! by re~erring to Guil~ordts ·- tables o~ F, the d~ 
. ! . . . 
i ~or the nUmerator (K-1) is located at the top o~ the table 
! 
running f~om le~t to right, while the d~ ~or the denominator 
.... I 
I 
I 
CN-K) is ~Located on both sides o~ the table beginning with 
I 
I 1 degree ~of freedom and gradually increasing as one runs dovm 
l· . -
I 
the_tabl~. The number falling in the cell where these two 
I 
d~t;s intdrsect is the critical number f'or those two particu-
i 
lar degr~es of ~reedom. Hence, if the value that one has 
I 
obtained/is smaller than the number ~ound in the cell, it is 
not sign~f'icant; on the other hand, if the number is as large 
.. I. . .. - . 
or large~, ~he eonclusi()n is that the number is signi~icaJ:lt• 
I • 
I 
There ar·~ two numbers in every cell, the Roman-type number 
i 
being significant at the .05 level, and the bold-faced type, i . . 
I 
signif'ic~t at the .01 level. These values signify at what 
. . . ! . . 
I 
level o~lco~idence one wishes to establish his results. 
I 
I 
I 
. ' 
If' ohe chooses the • 0~ or .. 1. per cent Ie-:el, and the F 
i 
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ratio un~er consideration falls into this level ~ con:ridence, 
. ' . 
then the :conclusion is that one would expeet to obtain such 
di:f':ferendes, ninety-nine out of' one hundred times, or con-
' 
versely, :such a dif'f'erence or dif'f'erences could be obtained 
- . ! . . 
but once ,in a hundred times on the basis of' chance alone. 
At the .q5 or 5 per cent level, one would expect to obtain 
- . . I • . . - . . . . . • ... 
s~c~ di:t:4"e~enc£3S ninety-f'iv~ out of' one hundred times, or 
converse~y, s~ch ~ dif'~erence or dif'f'erences could be ob-
tained b~t f'ive in a hundred times on the basis of' chance 
alone. Xhe level that one chooses depends upon the kind of' 
. ' 
exp~~iment or study that the investi~ator is undertaking. 
If' one chooses the more stringent level, he may be over~??.k~ 
ing some i real dif'f'erence~.~. on the other hand, if one chooses 
' . 
the more!lax level, he may accept certain di:ff'erences as 
being tr~e ones, when in fact, they are not. Since the aim 
- '. ! 
of'_ this study is to locate some possible dif':ferentiating 
:factors, or data that suggest dif'f'erences among curricular 
I 
groups ~br purposes of gui~ance and counseling, these :find-
ings must always be considared in the light of' other individ-
ual ~upi~ data, when dealing with the individual case. Hence, 
i 
it is hoped that the reader of' this paper will consider these 
' i . . . ~ -
results ~ore as directional tendencies rather than definite 
conclus~~e evidence. For ~his reason, the author has chosen 
i 
the com~aratively lenient .05 level of' conf'idence. 
--~·- ·~~~__,--...,...._--------"'!!'!""'"----~-..... ----
I 
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If tfe analysis of variance should prove non-significant, 
nothing :tiu-ther need be done. I.f however, the F ratio is sig-
. i 
·, 
ni.ficantly large, t tests must be applied .for purposes o.f show-
, 
'I 
ing exactly where the group differences lie. The .formula used 
i - 11 
1ias also taken .from McNemar and is v~itten as: 
l 
I 
I 
I 
where X)= mean o.f .first group 
I , .. 
Xl= mean o.f second group 
I - ., 
I 
~! = number o.f cases in first group 
I 
~J::: number o.f cases in second group 
I . 
s.Ll: s ~ = variance estimate for within group 
i y 
Aftei computf.ng t, one turns to McNemarts table of 
' . 
t, with tBe degrees of .freedom (df or n) equal to N17N2- 2, 
I 
.for purpo~es of seeing whether it reaches the .05 level of 
. . . . 
! 
significance. If N exceeds_30, the t value is treated the 
same as a !critical ratio, and it becomes unnecessary to de-
-. ·I • • •• , 
i 
termine tble degrees o.f freedom. RE)nce, a t value of_l.96 is 
·i 
signi.ficadt at t~e .05 le~el, while a t value of 2.58 is sig-
l 
nificant at the .01 level. 
I 
I, 
The njext statistical procedure employed in this study 
I 
was the Ee~rson :Product Moment .formula, which yields a co-
.. ..,. I - . - . . -
efficient bf' correlation or "'r't. This ttrtt was computed to 
i 
:1-
1./0:g~ ci:t.l, p, 2.45. 
1 
glOp. • :ti i c~-·~ 
. ' 
p. 352. 
show ~h~ _dE3;:gree o:f relati?nship· existing·be~ween the IQ 1 s and 
achievement test scores, reps and school rank, achievemerrt_ 
test scores and school rank. S'ince previous .research shows 
that little if any correlation exists between IQ and interest 
test scores, and general achievement and interest test scores, 
. . 
the author has chosen to make but one series of correlations 
between the two most logically related variables, ~iz,. __ , the . 
total reading scores of the Cooperative English Test and the 
. . 
flLiterary 11 scale of the Kuder Preference Record. 
~-different set of' correlations was made :for each of' the 
six curricular groups, except in the case of' correlations in-
volvin~ inter~st scores, where eight different sets of' corre-
lations were made :for each group, the reason being that due 
to sex di:ffere~ces, in Kuder scores, allowances had to be. 
made. In the case of' Junior College, only one male was in-
cluded in the sample, while in the case of' the Scienti:fi~ ,_ 
Business Administration and Preparatory curricula, but_one 
:female was :found in each. F.or practical reasons, t~e scores 
of' these three subjects were dropped :from the group. Hence, 
- - ' ' - . .. . .. - . . 
correlations between the Kuder ttrtiteraryrt scale and the total 
reading score were finally computed :for the following groups: 
Curriculum 
J"unior College 
Education 
Liberal Arts 
Preparatory 
Education 
Scientific 
Business Administration 
Liberal Arts 
Sex 
-
Female 
Female 
Female 
Male 
Male 
Male 
11a.le 
Male 
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A._ very mechanical procedure vras employed in comptl.tin~ 
the above correlations. Several computation worksheets for 
product-moment correlation were obtained rrom the Office or 
Statistical and Research Services, Boston University. These 
worksheets allow for a systematic, and methodical solution, 
and are specifically adapted to machine computations. There 
are checks and double-cheeks all along the way, 'l.vhich serve~, 
or course, to reduce the possibility or computational errors. 
One may refer to the appendix for a sample of the computation 
worksheet. 
Finally, since the reason for computing these correla-
tions in the first place was for purposes o:f comparison., con-
fidence limits had to be established for each one. The stand-
ard error formula was employed. However, since :formul~s for 
the standard error o:f ttrtt are misleading f'or high values of' 
nrtt, the standard· error of nzrr- formula was employed. Peters 
. . 11 .. .. . . . . 
and Van Voorhis point out the reason for this modification: 
In view of the fact that the distribution of r is 
limited to :tl, random samples for a given f (most likely 
population equivalent of an r) become highly skew at the 
two. FUrthermore, it becomes harder and harder to raise 
an aru· through successive equal units as perfect corre~ 
lation is approached, so that a dif'ference of (say) .10 
means far more near the upper or·lower ·limit than it 
means near zero. To remedy this, Fisher has proposed 
that, for certain computational and comparison purposes, 
we use instead of ~ the hyperbolic arctangent of ~, 
which he calls A· 
Jj'Charles c •. Peters, Walter R; Van Voorhis, Sts;tistical 
Procedures and Their Mathe tical Bases, McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, Inc., New York, 1 o. 
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6 = I The standard error o:f e. is z y Al-.3 • 
In order to state confidence limits :for a true A., the· y 
obtained ~is transformed to A by referring to McNemarts 
Table B o:f the Appendix, compute 6'2 , :find z + 2. 58 6:z: and 
z - 2.586z, and then transform these two z values back to 
gj . 
ti's, by using McNemar•s Table c. 
This ~ to ~ transformation is .applicable :for low as 
well as high J:..1 s, and can be used when N is large or small. 
This concept o:f standard error indicates that i:f one were to 
run this study over again, a hundred times, ninety-nine out 
o:f a hundred timesthe correlation obtained would. f'all with-
in the confidence limits :found in this study. 
An additional test was applied :for purposes of' deter-
mining whether or not the obtained correlations deviate sig-
- - . 
ni:ficantly f'rom zero. If N is greater than 30, the standard 
- - .. . . . . 
I 
error formula, 6-r =y /'1- 1 , . is used. This value is then di-
is greater than 2 .. 58, . vided into the obtained L I:f f.;;.,.. ~ 
one may conclude with a high degree of' confidence that the 
true value o:f ~ is likely to be greater than zero. 
. . . . . .31 
In the case o:f small samples, less than 30,---McNemar 
y 
cites the :formula t=.. ~~ , where d:f = N -2. If" t 
N-a.-
jjop. ci~., p. '3>+8. 
g_/Op. c;;i.t., p. 3lt9. 
.. 
3./.0p, cit., p. 226. 
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reaches the .01 level or significance, one would conclude 
. . . 
that it is not a chance deviation from zero. 
Specific Objectives o~ This Study 
Analysis of variance.-- By way of summary, this study 
aims to determine whether the six curricular groups differ 
in respect to several speciric variables or not. The vari-
. . 
ables or not. The variables to be compared were: 
1~ Pintner Advanced Intelligence Test scores 
2; Cooperative English Test, Mechanics or Expression scores 
3 ·.: n t.t; It English Expression scores 
4 tt tt· ·n Vocabulary scores 
7~ tt tt: tt Speed o~ Reading scores 
6~ tt rt· tt Level of Comprehension scores 
7; u n·· tt, Total Reading scores 
8; Kuder Preference Record, Mechanical scale 
9~ tt n tt Computational scale 
10; lt 11 u· Scientific scale 
11; tt rt t.t:· Persuasive· scale 
12; n n tt Artistic scale 
13; n ~ ~ Literary scale 
14; " tt tt- Musical scale · 
15; u tt. tt· Social Service scale 
16; tt- n tt Clerical scale 
17. School rank ratio 
Fisher's t.-- This study is applied only to those vari-
ables found to be ~~atis~ically significant, for purposes or 
determining the deviation of' the differences found. 
Correlations.-- This study is directed at determining 
the degree of' relationship existing between several prominent 
variables for each curricular group. The correlations com-
puted and the variables used are as follows& Pintner Advanced 
Intelligence Test and Cooperative English Test, Total Reading 
score; Pintner Advanced Intelligence Test and school rank ratio; 
5:1 
school rank ratio and Cooperative English Test, Total Reading 
scor~; Cooperative English Te~t, ~-otal Reading score and Kuder 
Pref'erence Record, Literary scale. 
Standard error.-- This study aims to establish the con-
f'idence limits f'or the correlations obtained above. This 
gives the investigator an indication of' the degree of' relia-
bility of' the obtained correlati9ns, and makes the comparison 
of' these correlations between the various curricular groups 
a statistically legitimate procedure. 
Signif'icance of' correlation.-- This study aims to deter-
mine whether the correlations obtained are signif'icantly 
dif'f'erent f'rom zero, i.e.,_that some correlation exists be-
tween the two variables involved. 
Boston On}\ersJ~y 
ich.!_ol o1 mues:ti o•, 
~ Librarv 
•.... 
CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Analysis of var~a,nce.-- The following sums of squares, 
variance estimates and resultant F values are presented in 
tabular form for purposes of analysis and comparison: 
Table 1. Variance Table Showing Values of Sum of Squares for 
Each Variable Used· and c·omparing Obtained F Value 
With F Value at • 05 Level 
Variable S:ource Stun o:r df Variance F F cv .05 
Sqt4u'es Estimate Level 
rrJ ~2~ r3~ P+l ~~~ ~6~ (2J 
Pintner·-Advaneed Bet:\vaen -- 7060~ 59 5 Ilf12~12 9.o79 2.21 
Within 31727~98 220 llt4.22 
Total 38788.58 225 
C.ooperative Between ~8??~6lf 
' 
975~·53 8.44 2.21 
English .... EE. Within 2 54lto~4 3 220 115.61+ 
Tot:al 30318.07 225 
Cooperative Between 3o1+3.73 5 608;75 7.41 2.21 
English -EM Within 18078.77 22'0 8291.8 
Total 21122..50 225 
Cooperative Between 2462.01 5 492~40 7.52 2.21 
English -RV Within 14409~87 220 65.50 
Total 16871.88 225 
Cooperative Between 1605•82· 5 32:T::~16 3.00 2.,21 
English -RS Within 23530~16 220 106 .. 96 
Total· 2:5'1.3 5 .. 98 225 
(continued on next page) 
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Table l. (continued) . 
Variable Sou:rice su.m or df' Variance F F w • 05' 
Squares Estimate Level 
r1i ~2} ~3l rtrl ~12 r62 ~Zl 
Cooperative Betvreen 17lt7 ~65' 5 349~ 5'3 lt.9lt 2.21 
English -RL Within 15'5?l~29 220 70.79 
Total I ;t-7318.94 225' 
C.ooperative Between ~1:4~5'8 5' 462~92 6.85' 2.21 
English -TR Within 1 69~20 220 67. 5'9 
Total 17183.78 225' 
··--· 
Rank-Order Ratio Between lt-~41 5' 0~88 17.65 2.21 
Within 11.01 22.:0 0.05' 
Total l5' .lt-2 225' 
Kuder Pref". Between llt-007.92 4- 35'01~98 8.78 2.4-3 
Record Within 574-30~62 141+ 398.82. 
Mech. - males Total. ·71lf.38.5'4 14-8 
Kuder Pr·e:r. Between 12311~13 4- 3077~78 84.4-8 2.4-3 
Record Within 5'208~95 143 36.43 
c-omp. - males Total 175'20.08 147 
Kuder Pref'. Bet:vreen ·· 4686; 18 lf.. 1171~51+ 4.86 2.43 
Record Within 346?4;59 llflt 240.80 
Sc. - males r:-otal 39360.77 llt-8 
Kuder Pre:r. Between ·· 40ltl~lr'9 4 1010~39 3·96 2 .. 43 Record Within ~6761~64 l44 255.29 
Pers. - males Total 0803.l3 148 
Kuder Pref'. Between . 706~23 4- 176;56 0.82 2.43 
Record Within 3.0487~:58 142- 214.70 
Art. - males Total 31193.61 146 
(continued on next page) 
. 
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Table·l .. (continued) 
Variable Source Sum of' df' Variance F F c2) .o? 
Squares Estimate Level 
-· 
.. 
r1~ r2~ ~31 Q+~ r5J r6~ ~zl 
-· 
Kuder Pref. Between -4lt24~2:I: 4 1106~0? 3.72 2.43 
Record Within lt-2822"~4-6 144 297.38 
Lit. .- males Total 47246.67 llt8 
Kuder Pref. Between 1285~7~ 4 32l~43- 2.68 2.43 
Record Within 1?1.14~16 142- 120.52 
Mus. - males ~otal 18399·89 146 
Kuder Pref. Between 3015~6~ 4 753~91 2.lt3 2.43 
Record Within 41+7lt-? ;3 llrl+ 310.74 
s. s. -males Total l.t-7763.01 148 
Kuder Pref. B.et-vreen . - lt 581~98 3 .. 75' 2.43 2327~93 
Record Within 22180~7>+ 143 155.11 
Cl. - males T"otal 24508.67 147 
........... . ···-
Kuder Pref'. Between 65~56 2 32~78 0.13 3.13 
Record Within 1'746'7~76 70 249. 5lt 
Mech. - females Total 17533.26 72 
Kuder Pref'. Between 1~31 "2 o~65 o.o1 3.13 
Record Within 8018~53 70 lllt-.55 " Qomp. - females Total 8019.84 72 
Kuder Pref'. Between 11195~43 2 5596~'71 37.32 3-13 Record Within 1~96~73 70 149.95 
Sc. - females Total 21690.16 72 
Kuder Pref. Bebreen 1:37~37 2 68~68 0.33 3.13 
-
Record Within I4682~71 ?0 209.-75 
p-ers. - females T-otal 11t82o.o8 72 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 1.. (concluded) 
Variable Source Sum of' df' Variance F F cJ .,05' 
Squares Estimate Level 
~11 ~2l ~31 ~!j:~ ~21 ~6~ rzl : 
Kuder Pre£. Between 24-244-1 2 121~20 o.57 3.13_ 
Record Within 149'72.8-5 70 213.98 
Art;. 
-
f'emales Total. l5215.26 ,72 
Kuder Pre£ • Between --·184-~84 --2 92·~42 0.39 3.13 
RecOrd tiithin 16287415 . 69 236.ol+ 
Lit. - f'emalas Total 16471·99 71 
Kuder Pre£. Be~reen ·--57 ~31 --2 28~6-5 0.23 3.13 
Record Within 8622.57 69 124-.96 
Mus. - f'emales Total 86?9.88 71 
Kuder Pre£. Between .. 937~57 2 468~78 1.38 3.13 
Record Within 23757~44 70 339.39 
·S. s-. - females Total 21+695.01 72 
Kudei' Pre:r. Between 32'72 .. 21. 2 1636~10 5.96 3.13 
Record Within 19198~83 70 27'+.27 
Cl .. - f'emales T.otal. 2247I.Olr ?2 
Upon examining the above data, it is f'ound that the ob-
tained F values, in the case of' variables involving males, or 
both males and females, are significant at the .or; level in 
- . 
all but one instance, viz., the Kgder Preference Record, Artis-
tic scale. In the ease of variables involving females only, 
there are but two F value that fall above the chosen .or; level 
of significance. These are the Scientific and Clerical scales 
of the Kuaer Preference Record. 
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t-tests.-- The next task involved was the appl±ca~f..()!l of' 
t-tests to variables having sig~f'icant F values, f'or purposes 
- . -
of' determining the direction and extent of' curricular dif'f'er-
ences. 
Table 2. Significant Curricular Diff'erences in Pintner-Advanced 
Test Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests: Level of' df' 
M F Significance 
{1~ {2~ t32 ~4} ~ ~~ r61 ~z~ ~8~ 
.Tr .. College ·I 1?' 16 10?'~44~ 
Prep. 30 1 31 1.09~16 2,021 
.o5 ~~ Ed. 1'0 27 37 lll~1lt- . ··- . B. ·A. 26 1 27 112.07~ 621 .;.05 Sc .. · · 29 1 30 120~ 50-< • 
L. A. 51+· 31 85 l2l.lt7 
Table· 2 would indicate that the Liberal Arts and Sci en-
tif'ic groups are comparable, but. distinctly dif'f'erent from and 
superior to the remaining groups. In addition, the .T~ior 
. . 
G:'ollege group is signif'icantly inf'erior to_ the Business 
~~in~stration group, ~~t comparable to the remain~ng two 
curricular groups~ viz, Prepa~atory and Education .. 
57 
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Table 3. Signi~icant Curricular Di~~erences in Cooperative 
English Test EE: Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level of' df' 
M F Signi~icance 
(I) (2} (3) (4) (I)'} (6) {z) (8·) 
P:rep~ 36 1 31 51~19~· 
B. ·A. 26 l 2? ~~33 2.391 .o5- -66--==-.Jr~ College 1 15 16 .• 69 ; 
Ed~ 10 27 37 ·57 ~43 -4 sc. 2.9 1 ~~ ·59~ 87 2.958 .01 -=J2.0=-L. A. 54 31 63 .20.-4i 
Table 3 shows the Liberal Arts and Scientif'ic groups to 
be comparable. The Education group on the other hand, is 
significantly lower than the Liberal Arts group but comparable 
. . 
to the Scientif'ic group. The Preparatory group scored sig-
. . ., . 
nif'icantly lower than the Education group, but is.no dif'f'erent 
f'rom the Business Administration or J"unior College groups. 
Table lt. Signi~icant Curricular Dif'f'erenees in Cooperative 
English Test EM Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level of' df' 
M F Significance 
(1~ ~2~ ~31 ~42 ~22 l6~ ~z2 ~8) 
Prep. JO- 1 31 49~94~. 
B .. ·A. 26 1 27 53 ~2·7 2~84-0 .01 -59==== 
.Jr. College 1 15 16 ~~:~~ . . Sc~ 29 1 30 
Ed. 10 27 g~ ·56~68-q:._2.084 .05 120=-L. A. 54 31 60.39 
58 
. ··- ..... ·• 
Table 4 shows the Preparatory group to be a distinctly 
in.rerior group, as far as Mechanics of E~pressi<:m i~ co~~~~~ed, 
but no different from the Business Administration and dunior 
. . . 
~ollege gr?up. The Liberal ~rts gro~p is superior to a~l 
other groups, including the Scientific and Education group. 
Table 5. S~gnificant Curricular Differences in Cooperative 
English Test RV Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level of df 
M F Significance 
rl~ r2~ ~3 ~ ~1+2 r2~ r62 ~z~ ~§2 
.. 
Jr. College :1:: 15 16 49~69 
B". A~ 26 1 27 50~89 
Prep. 30 1 31 51~·52 
Ed; 10 27 37 53~62 .. --Sc. 29 ·I 30 54:l.r3-+-2.436 
.o5 113= L. A~ 54 31 85 58.62 ( 
Table 5 shows the Liberal Arts group to have a signifi-
cantly higher vocabulary score than the remaining five groups. 
There are no differences above and beyond those of chance be-
tween-any of these latter five groups. 
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~able 6 .. Significant·curricula:r Differences in Cooperative 
English Test RS Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level o:f ·· · df 
M F Significance 
Cl) {2) (3) C4) (5) (6) (?) (8) 
' ---
Jr·. College ·1 15 16 5-5~56 
Prep. 30 1 31 56;3-5 
Ed. 10 27 37 ·56~65 
B. ·A. 26 1 27 57~15 
sc. 29 -·1 ~~ 58.97 2.241. L. A. 51t 31 62.26:.< 
. •··· 
Table 6.shows the Liberal Arts group to have a signifi-
cantly higher average Speed of Reading score than all other 
... . - . ~ . 
grouJ?s, with the exception of Sci~ntific. All other differ-
ences may be attributed to chance. 
Table 7. Sigb.ificantCu.rricUla:r Differences in Cooperative 
English Test R4 Scores 
Curriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level of df 
M F Significance. 
Cl) (2) (3) (lf) C2) (6) Cz) (8) 
Jr. College 1. 15 1.6 -50~1.2 
Prep~ 30 1 31 53~35 
B. ·A. 26 1 27 ~~7lr 2 .. 25"3 -.05 lt1+==-Ed~ l.O 27 37 ·.51 Sc. 29 I. 30 56~00-4-2.721 .. -01 120=--
L. A. 54 31 85 59.00~ 
T'able ?' show·s the Junior College group to be significantly 
lower· than the Scientific and Liberal Arts group, but no dif-
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:rerent: than the r·emain~ng groups_. All the g~oups, .w:t th __ the 
exception o:r Scien~if'ic, are signif'~cantly lovrer than t~e_ _ . 
Liberal Arts group~. There is no real dif'f'erence between the 
Scientif'ic and Liberal Arts group. 
T'able 8* Significant Curricular Dif'f'erences in Cooperative 
English Test TR Scores 
Cilrriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level of' d:f' 
M F Si-gnif'icance 
Cl) C2) (3) (4) ( 5') (6) (z) (8) 
Jr. College '1 15 16 ·51.81 
1 Prep~ 3D 31 53~68 
B~ ·A. 26 1 27 53~92 1.965 .o5 l..f-4.=---
Ed~ 10 27 37 ·55;14.. ... 
' . sc. 29 ·r 30 ·56~80 2 I6Z 
-.05 113-L. A. 54- 31 85 60.70.... • 
,. 
Table 8 shows the Junior College group to be signif'tcantly 
' . 
dif'f'erent :from the Scienti:f'ic and Liberal Arts group, but no 
. . . 
dif'f'erent f'rom the remaining groupsr The Liberal Arts group 
is signif'icantly hig~er than all the other groups, including 
the Scientif'ic group. 
•· 
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Table 9. Signii'icant Curr·icu.Iar Difi'erences in School Rank 
Ratio 
au.rriculum Sex N Mean t-tests Level o:r d:r 
M F Significance 
C1) (2)' (3) (it:) (5) (6) (z) (8) 
Prep. 30 1 31 ~ 6067--1~9'7~-' ·o5 ·56-
B. ·A. 26 1 2.7 ~4904~.1~2. ~05 62=-Ed~ 10 27 37 . ~3809~ .. . 
:r:r. College 16 15 ~~ ;3·5o4 2.743 -....... ~ .01 120=-: L~ ··A .. 54- 31 ;2657 
Sc. 29 1 30 .2609 
Table 9 shows the Business Administration group to be 
.. - . "' s 
s1lp~r~or. in schoo~ rank to. th~ Preparator~ gro'llp, but in-. 
ferior to the Education gro~p. The_ EducatioJ?-group -~s :>~~:-. 
nificantly lower than the Liberal Arts and Scientific groups. 
-- - •• - - c. • •• • • • • - • • • • ~ - • -
The Xunior College group is superior to the Preparatory and 
. .., - ...... -· . . . .. . - - "' -
Business Administration groups, but no different from the 
remaining groups. 
Table 10. Significant Curricular Differences in the Mechanical 
Scale of the Kuder Preference Record for Males 
G11rriculum N Mean t-tests Level o:r 'df 
Significance 
~1~ ~2~ ~3~ ~Lj:) ~2~ ($) 
.. 
L. ·A·. 5'+ 69~24 Ed. 1·0 70~20 
B·. A: 26 7~~81 Prep. 30 7 ~73 3.998 001 57-=-Sc. 29 95.52 
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Table 10 shows but one real difference. The Scientific 
group obtained a significantly higher score on the Mechanical 
-- ' ·- - - . . . ~ ' - . . 
scale than any of the others. This difference is significant 
. . . - . 
at the .,,001 level, and hence could occur but one in a thousand 
times. 
Table 11 .. Significant Curricular ·Differences in the Computa-
tional Scale of the Kuder Preference Record for Males 
Curriculum N Mean t-tests Level of df 
Significance 
~12 ~22 ~32 {I+~ {~2 ~62 
Ed. 10 31~40 
L~ A~ 54 33~80 2.259 Jd5 38=-B. A; 26 35-:04 '-
Prep. 30 ~~37-{- 4.873 56=-.001 
.se. 28 .w <, 
Table ll shows the Scientific group to score significantly 
higher in the Computational scale than all other groups. The 
Preparatory group also scores higher on this scale than the 
- ' 
Education group. 
Table 12. Signif'icafit'CurricularDif"ferences in the Scientific 
Scale of' the Kuder Pref"erence Record f'or Males 
Curriculum N Mean t-tests Level of df" 
Signif'icance 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (§) 
------· 
B. A: 26 65~92 
Prep. 30 67:00 
Ed. 10 70:60 
L. ·A. 54- 71:31 
Sc. 29 82.10--< 3.022 --~.o1===- 81.---<-----
Table 12 shows the Scientif'ic group to score signif"icantly 
higher in the Scientif'ic scale than any of' the other groups. 
- - . . ' - . - . - - - . . - -
There are no diff'erences, other than.those attributed to 
chance, to be found among the remaining f'our groups. 
Table 13,. Significant aurricuJ:ar Dif'ferences in the Persuasive 
Scale of' the Kuder P:r~f"erence Record f'or Males 
c-urriculum N I-Iean t-tests Level of' df' 
Significance 
~12 ~22 -~3~ . ~If:} (~~ ~61 
Sc. 29 60.0? 
Ed. 10 6-8~!..0 2.755 .....o1 5?-=--
L. A: 54 68:30 < 
Prep~ '30 71::53 . 2.172 .o5 78=--
B. A. 26 76 .. 62 
Table 13 indicates that with the exception of the Pre-
paratory group, the Business Administration group obtains 
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scores on the :Persuasive scale that are sign~f'ic~tlY._.h~~h~r ___ _ 
than those ob~ained by the remaining t~ee -~roups. In addition, 
the Prepa:ratory group has a S.ignif'~can~ly higher P~rsua,~~ve. 
score than the Scientific group, but is no different from the 
remaining groups. 
~able 14. Significant Cnrricular Differences in the Literary 
Scale of' the Kuder Preference Record for Males 
Curriculum N Mean t-tests Level ()f df 
Significance 
(1) (2) C3J (lj:) (lj') (6) 
s-c. 2-9 lt-1~90 
B. ·A. 26 45~88 
' 
Ea.·· 10 49~00 2.500 .05: - 78=-Prep; 30 50~37 
L. A. 54 56.18-+ 
Table 14 shows the Liberal Arts group obtained a sig-
nificantly higher Literary score than both the Business 
Administration and Scientific groups. There are no other 
significant differences. 
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Table 15. ffignif'icant Curricular· Dif'ferenc·es· in the MUsical 
Scale or the Kuder Pre:rerence Record f'or ~~les 
Curriculum N Mean t-tests Level of' . - df' 
Signif'icance 
: ' 
Cl) (2) (3) (4) ('}) (6) 
Prep. 30 15~90 
B. ·A. 26 17 )1-2 ~ 2;22'7 ;J)5 81==-sc. 28 19~54 2 372 = .oz 34-=--L. ·A. 53 21~49~ • 
Ed. 10 27 .. 10~ 
Table 15 shows the Education group obtains signif'icantly 
higher Musical scores than both the Business Administration 
and Preparatory groups. The Liberal Arts group obtained a 
·- . -
s~gnif'icantly higher Musical s~ore than ~he Preparatory group, 
but was round to be no dif'ferent when compared with the re-
- - ·'. 
maining groups. The scores obtained by the Scientific group 
- . 
were not found to be significantly different when compared 
with the mean scores of all the other groups. 
Table 16. Signif'icant Curricular Dif'ferences in the Social 
Service Scale of the Kuder Preference Record f'or Males 
Curriculum N Mean t-tests Level of df 
Significance 
(1~ ~2) ~3~ ~l:j:) ~2~ (6~ 
" 
Sc. 29 52;86 2.101 .05 81=-L . A~ 5lr 61~39 .. 
B:. A; 26 64~00 
Prep .. 30 64~90 
Ed .. 10 67.40 
Table 16 shows the Scientiric .. g:r:ou;p obt~~~~D: a mean 
Social Service score that was signir~cantly lower than the 
-
remaining rour groups. The dirferences found between the 
remaining groups, do not achieve statistical signiricance. 
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Table 17. Signiricant Curricular Dirferences in the Clerical 
Scale or the Kuder Preference Record .for Males 
Cilrriculum N lv1ean t-tests Level or dr 
Significance 
r12 ~22 ~32 ~Itl ~ 5:l ~62 
Ed. 10 4-g-~lto 
L~ ·A. 53 46:51"""' . '' 2;26i-Sc .. -- · 29 48~21 ~ ·o5 81=-
Prep~ 30 ·52;93 2.182 .05 53--B. A. 26 55.54 < 
Table 17 shatvs the Business Administration group obtained 
a significantly higher Clerical score tha~ the Scie~tific, 
. . . . . 
Liberal Arts,. and Education groups. The ,Preparatory group ob-
tained a signiricantly higher· score than the Liberal Arts and 
Education groups. There are no signiricant dirferences among 
the Education, Liberal Arts and Scientific groups. 
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Table 1.8. Significant Curricular Difference.s' in the S'ciemtific 
Scale of the Kuder Preference Record for Females 
C'urriculum N Mean t-tests Level of·· df 
Significance 
Cl) C2) (3) (lt) C5) (6) 
Ed~ 27 l.rH~26-+- 2.060 tro-
.05' 
Jr. College I5 ·56-~tro~ 
L. A. 31 56.7l.r 
Table I8 shows that the Education group obtained signifi-
~· - - .. -
cantly lower Scientific scores than either the .Junior College 
' . 
or Liberal Arts group. 
Table 19. Significant Curricular Differences in the Clerical 
Scale of the Kuder Preference Record for Females 
Curriculum N ~ Mean t-tests Level of df 
Significance 
Cr) (2) (3) (4) (ri) (6) 
L.. A. 31 l.J-5 ~ 6l.r 2.681 56-.01 Ed. 27 57~33~ 
Jr. College 1.5 61.53 
Table 19 shows that the Liberal Arts group obtained a 
significantly lower Clerical score than either the Education 
or .Junior College groups. 
Correlations.--The final task involved in this study 
was to determine the degree of relationship existing between 
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rq and Total Reading test scores, IQ and School Rank, Total 
. . . ,. ~ . ' 
Reading test scores and School Rank, and the To~al Rea?:ing 
test scores and the Kuder Literary scale scores. These 
correlations were computed for each curriculum and then 
compared. 
Table 20. c·orrelation Table Comparing Correlations Between 
Variables Under Investigation, According to School 
Curriculum, Showing Confifence Limits and Signifi-
cance from Zero 
Curri- s N ,IQ & T·otal Reading IQ & School Rank 
culum e ·Score 
X Lower Obtained Upper Lower Obtained Upper 
M F Limit ttr n · Limit Lillli t ttrtt Limit 
~1~ ~2~ ~3 2 ~1+1 ~2~ ~6~ ~z~ ~8~ .. ~2~ r1ol. 
. -.. ~· " ' . . ,.,. " .. . . '· ·'- - ·~ 
Jr. Coll. 1 15 16 .2297 .7409 .9309 .0643 ~5722 -.8779 
~ ·• ·--~ . ~··· 
Prep. 30 1 31 .0210 .4692 .7603 .4051 -.0578q -.4970 
B' .. Jr.. 26 ~ 27 .3832 -.7327 .8968 .4229 -.0?54q ~5384 
.. 
. . 
Ed. 10 27' 37 ·3121 .6Lt-8o .8379 .,o694 -.3506q -.6726 
Sc., 29 I. 30 .30l9 .6684 .8627 .3314 -.1506 q •5706 
L., A. 54 31 85 ·9080 .9467 .9677 .1112 -.I619q -.4478 
q_ Not significant from zero. 
h. Not significant from zero, and having an N of 30 instead of 
the alleged 3l,·due to the unavailability of one of the Kuder 
Literary scores. 
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Table 20. (concluded) 
c-u.rri- S N T·ota1 Reading & Total ·Reading -& 
cul.um e School: Rank KUder Lit~- Score -
x LoWer Obtained Upper Lower Obtained Upper 
}{ F Limit ttrn Limit Limit tl"rtt Limit 
~l~ ~2~ ~3 ~ ~1+} r2~ r6J ~zJ r81 ~2) {10J 
·--.. 
". · ..... 
Jr. Co1l. 1 15 16 .1-362 -. 5526 q -.8461-.4951 .7343 
Prep. 30 l 31. .0216 -.4346q -. 741.4 -.3241 .1480 q .5686 
0'1) 
B. A. 26 1 2-7 .4615 -.0274 Gt -.5035-;0219 .4750 .7833 
. 0'/) . 
' .-
.-. 6.781 ~~! -(A1} Ed. 10 27 37 .0775 ---.3648 q ~362ZQ !8Z62· ·~71~ .6337 
... .. ' ... -........ ~·~ --·- .... 
Sc. 29 1 30 .1451+ •3366q ---6943-.1036 .7201 
L. A. 54 31 85 .o468 
q.Not significant from zero. 
b. Not significant f'rom zero, and ·having an N of' 30 inst&c;l.d of 
the ·alleged 31,·due to the unavailability o£ one of the Kuder 
Literary scores. 
Upon examining the table of' correlations, the follow·ing 
outcomes may be noted: 
The correlation between IQ and Total Reading scor~ was 
found to be distinctly smaller f.'or the Preparatory group. (in-
cluding the upper range of its confidence limits) and out-
-
standingly high for the Liberal Arts group. The correlations 
...._ __ 
-----
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:round in the :rour._ remaining c.urricular g~~~P.~ are moderately • 
hi.g;h, and. d~:r:rer only slightly •. J.!l all. ?as~s,.there i.~.a 
marked positi-y~ corr~l~tion between th~se tw() vari~b.~~s.. All 
the correlations were :round to be signif'icantly higher than 
zero. 
Since one might logically expect a positive relationship 
to exist between IQ and School Rank~. the results .found in the 
table would appear to be contradictory since they are all 
. . 
negative. The relationship is in the expected direction how-
ever, when one stops to consider that qllit~tatively speaking, 
~he smaller a pupil 1_s school r~nk ratio is, the higher his 
sc~o.ol rank, ~nd ~he ~arge:r_ his. school ran1c ratio is'·· the 
lower his school rank. Hence, one would logically expect 
that a st.ud~nt ~ith a high IQ_score, would tend to rank high 
in his class, a!ld_ t.h~t is exactly what the results or this 
stu~y would indicate. The correlations are in the majority 
o:r cases however, quite small, and in :ract, with but one ex-
ception, not statistically signi:ricant from zero. The Junior 
College group shows a marked and distinctly higher correla-
tion than do the remaining groups. This correlation is also 
·the only one to be significantly greater than zero.. The 
Education group shows a comparatively greater relationship 
between IQ and School Rank than do the remaining :rour groups. 
This correlation was hot :round to be signif'icantly greater 
than zero however .. 
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While the correlations between the Total Reading score 
and School Rank appear to be comparatively larger than those 
. . .. r ., ... ~ 
:round between IQ' and School Rank, they are i:r:l: no_ cas~tsignifi-
-· . . -. . . . . .. -- . . . ... .. ·- ..... - - .. 
cantly greater than zero. The Junior_ College group again 
shows a comparatively greater rela~ionship_between Total 
Reading Test score and School Rank. The lowest correlation 
recorded was that belonging to the Business Administration 
group. The confidence limits in this case_, ~a~~~ almost as 
much f'rom_~h~_positive,_as_they ~o to the negative direction. 
This correlation appears to be distinctly lower than those 
.. .. . . . 
:round in the other curricular groups:. The remaining corre-
- ~ .. . . ~ . . . 
lations in this category appear to dif'fer very slightly from 
one another. 
Here again, the correlations bet-vreen Total Reading score 
and Kuder Literary score are ~1~ in_tJ:le.expecteddirection, 
but constantly low, with t-vro exceptions. The Business Admin-
... - . 
istration group and the males in the Liberal Arts group, are 
the only two groups having correlations significantly greater 
~han zero, and a~e found to be distinctly higher than the 
remaining groups. 
While the correlati9ns of the females in both the Educa-
tion and Liberal Arts groups are smaller than the correlatmns 
of' the males in the same comparable group, this d~ff'erence_ is 
more apparent than real, when one stops to consider the simi~ 
larity in the range of their confidence limits. 
...................... --------------------------~~==~----~~£!¥~~~ j. 
Summary of' results.-- In reviewing the above results, 
the following points stand out: 
1. Analysis of' variance would indicate that all but· eight 
of'_ the twenty-six variables tes~ed, differ signifi-
cantly among the various groups. These eight vari-
ables are as follows: 
a .. Kuder Preference Record Artistic Score (Males) 
b. Kuder Preference Record Mechanical Score (Females) 
c. Kuder Preference Record Computational s·core (Females) 
d. Kuder Preference Record Persuasive Score (Females) 
e. Kuder Preference Record Artistic Score (Females) 
f. Kuder Preference Record Literary Score (Females) 
g. Kuder Preference Record Musical Score (Females) 
h. Kuder Preference Record Social Service Score (Females) 
2. In order to determine the direction of the curricular 
differences for each significant variable, t-tests 
w~re applied, and the following results were noted: 
a. Pintner-Advanced Test 
L'i"bej;a'f Arts------ -121)+7 
Sc:i.entif,i.c _ _: ___ ...:. __ Ig,Ol_5Q 
Business Administration 112~07 
Education 111;14 
Prro>ar.at.Q..rJL _______ IQ9~rg. 
Education 111.~1.,. 
Preparatory 109~16 
.Q:uni..Qr_Colle~e- _____ 1Q7.L44 
Hence, in examining the results of variable tt-a'tc or the 
Pintner-Advanced Test, it is seen that the two groups falling 
within the firs.~ p~i,r of" dotted lD:~s -~ve ~~an_ ~cor~~_that 
are not significantly different from one another. Upon ex-
amining th~ second_ pair_ of dott~~ lines, one finds that while 
th~ three groups_are n~t significantly_diff~~en~_f.':r_om o~e 
another, ~f?.ey are different and signif'icantly lm-rer than the 
series above, i,.e. ~ the t"tfO groups that f'all in the pair of' 
dotted lines above. The f'inal series or pair of" dotted lines 
contains the Education and Preparator~_groups, the same two 
-
groups that appear in the series above. The Junior College 
group is not found in the series above and thus while it is 
no different from the two groups in the same series, it does 
dif:f_'er sigl1if'icantly from t!te_group or groups_in a series_ in 
which it does not fall or in which can be found a group or 
groups that are not in the same series as the group under 
consideration. It is seen then that the Business Administra-
tion group is not in the same series as the.J"unior College 
group and hence the difference in means is a statistically 
significant one. 
If one f'ollows this interpretation t-Ti th each of the 
va~iables ~elow, the findings become more concise and easily 
comparable,. 
b. Cooperative English Test - E~~ectiveness o~ 
Expression (EK) 
... ~· .. ~-
Liberal Arts-- -- - ~- 62;26 
Scient1~ic ________ 28~92 
Scienti~ic 58~97 
Eduqation · · · 57 ~43 
Junior College 54~69 
Bu~ine~s_Administr~tion _ 22~31 
Junior College · · 54~69 
Business Administration 52~33 
!:,r_gp,arator;£: _____ ~ _ .2}..&.1.9. 
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c. Cooperative English Test - Mecnanics o~ Expression 
(E1-i) 
----- ~·--- ...... - -·-·-·bi· -· .... Li.Q.e1:.a1.. !,rts ____ -· ______ O.i..3.2. 
Education .,6-~68 
Scienti~ic 56~ 53 
Junior College ·53~ 56 
~s fne.s_$_AQ.mjJl,istr,a_tion_ _ 53:...2~ 
Junior College · 53~56 
Business Administration 53~25 I:rw.arg__tQr.:£: _________ !±9.&3!±. 
d. Cooperative English Test - Reading Vocabulary (RV) 
- - - -· -·.- - - - - - - - _8_6_ ~ille~al !_r:t_s _______ ;28~..,g_ 
Scienti~ic _ 54~~+3 
Education 53~62 
Preparatory 51~52 
Business Administration 50~89 
l_un,iQ.r_c-.Q.li.e~- _____ 49 .... 6.2. 
e. Cooperative English Test - Speed o~ Reading (RS) 
Libera.'i Arts-- --- -- 62;26 
[,cient.t~.!.c ____ ...._ ___ i.B.£.92 
Scienti~ic · 58; 97 
Business Administration 57~15 
Education · 56~6·5 
Preparatory 56~37 ![u,ni.Q.r_C.Q..lJ..ege _______ .55.SfJ. 
f. CooPerative English Test -Level of Comprehension 
(RL) 
. . . . . 
Liberal .trrts- - - - - - - 59~ oo 
§.cie,n.ti:fic ____ -·- __ 5.6
6
. ~oo 
Scientific ·5, ~00 
Education -~:51 
Business Administration 53~74 f.r.e.:PJ!ratory, ________ 2.0.2 
Education ·· · ·· · 54~ 51 
Business Administration 53~74 
Preparatory ·53 ~35 
JU!li.Q.r_OQ.ll.,eg_e _______ S.O ..... l2 
g. Cooperative English Test - Total Reading (TR) 
---- ----- -~..,;_, ...-~ ...... .._.. ... __ "b1.....,.,.-1.i.Qeral. !}.-ts _____ ~ __ e6-~_· .Q Scientific · 5 ;:ao 
Education · ·55:19 
Business Administration . · ·5'3;92 
f.r~ara.t,ru:-x_ _________ i3_;_68 
Education 55 ~-19 
Business Administration 53;.92 
Preparatory · ·53 j 68 
L~or;_O'.QJ1.e,g_e ______ .2l.z..81 
h. School Rank Ratio 
i •. Kuder Preference Record- Mechanical Scale (Males) 
Scientific: : : : : : : :._ :25i.5.a 
Preparatory· · ·· 74~73 
Business Administration ?3~81 
Education · 70;20 
Libe~al Arts _______ Q9A2~ 
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j. Kuder Pre:rerence Record -Computational Scale (Males) 
' ..... -
Scienti:ric~--- ---- ~~ory 
--------- ...... -----.1..~ Preparatory· · · · · ·· 36~37 
Business Administration 35;04 
&~beral Aris-~.---~- _33~80 
Business Administration 35~~ 
Lib~ral·Arts 33;80 
Ed}:!ca ti.on ________ 3.1..t..4o 
k. Kuder Pre:rerence Record - Scientific Scale (Males) 
Scienti:ric~ - - - - - - - ~2:·10 
Libe'iial'Arts-- ":"'- -~----7iY31 
Rducation · 70 ~ 60 
Prepa~atory ·-· · · · · 67; oo 
]2U§.ine.§J3_4:Q,.minisiration _ _:. ft..5.&.92 
1. Kuder; Pre:rerence Record - Persuasive Scale (Males) 
Business~dministration ~- 76;62 
P ··· t - · zr·-~c: _ritl>arS:_ Qry:_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ ~-
Preparatory 71. 3 
Liberal-Arts 68~30 
Education · · 68 ·ro 
....... - - ----··- .,_,. -------- -- --·-·-·· .£.: ........ LJ..beral Arts 68~30 
Education· 68:10 
Scienti:ric __ --:-_ .~ __ ~' ___ 6().£.02 
m. Kuder Pre:rerence Record - Literary Scale (Iviales) 
Liberal Arts-- -----:;6718" 
Preparatory 50~37 Education ________ 49.;,..0Q 
Preparatory 50;3'? 
Education ·- 49;00 
Business Administration 45~88 £cientif'ic ________ ~l..t..9Q 
n. Kuder Pre~erence Record - Musical Scale (Males) 
Eauc'ii."tio!i----------- --27;1o 
Liberal Arts 41;49 Scientific_· _______ 19~~ 
Liberal· Arts 21~~9 
Scientific 19:54 
Business Administration 17.;,.42 
Scientific--~----~- l9~~ 
Business--Administration 17~42 
Prepar~tQr1!. ___ --:-- ___ J5..~..9Q 
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o. Kuder Preference Record - Social Service Scale (Males) 
Education - - - --- -- - 'br:-4-o 
Preparatory 64~90 
Business Administration 6lt~OO 
~~~=~~iff~9- - - - - - - 6~~t 
-----:' -.-:-.-~ . .-- -------·- ~---
p. Kuder· Preference Record - Clerical Scale (Males) 
Bu.sin·ess ""1taministration- 55~~ 
P · · · --t . . -k'Z -9'':) 
_r521>!!_r,5h QrY. ____ ---·- ____ ~-- ..~..-..i. 
Pre para tory 52; 93 
Scientific 48'21 Scientific---~- ---Ita-:-21 
Liberal Arts 46~51 
Education . 42.40 
--~- -~· -: ~- ~-~~-~- ~:.~. -· _ ...... - ~ 
q. Kuder Preference Record - Scientific Scale (Females) 
r. Kuder Preference Record - Clerical Scale (Females) 
3. The correlation table would indicate that: 
a. IQ and Total Reading scores are more closely related 
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than any other combination of variables examined 
in this study. 
.. . . ~ 
b. The IQ scores of the Liberal Arts group correlate 
highe~with their Total Reading scores than do the 
IQ scores of any of the other _groups, while the 
correlation of the Preparatory group appears to 
be the smallest in this respect. 
c. Although the correlation between IQ and School Rank 
was found to be in the expected direction, i.e., 
the hi~her th.e I~,, the_ higher_ thE)_ School Rank, _in 
only one case, viz., Junior Col~ege, was the re-
lationship significantly greater than zero. Edu-
cation ranked second· in this respect, but here 
. . ... '~: -· -· ... 
aga~n., this_~terpretati,on ~ust be mad~ with caution, 
since this correlation was not found to be_ signifi-
cantly greater than zero• 
. ' . . 
d. None of' the correlations between Total Reading score 
and School Rank were found to be significant from 
zero~ On the basis of confidence limits, the Junior 
College· and Preparatory group appear.to have com-
paratively higher correlations than the remaining 
groups. The Business Administration group appears 
to have the smallest correlation coefficient in 
this respect., 
e. The correlations between Total Reading scores and 
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Kuder Literary scores are in every instance lovr, 
t -· • ~·- ........ . 
and in o~y two in~t~!l~es, v_iz.•, malE;~S _ ~n _ th~-­
Li[)eral Ar~s aD;d Business Administrati?n g:r_c>ups, 
are these correlations significantly greater 
than zero •. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS 
Summary o~ Findings 
Upon examining the results in the previous chapter, the 
data would appear to yield the ~allowing conclusions: 
. 1. The following tests do not serve to di£~erentiate 
the curricular groups examined in this study: 
- --
a. Kuder - Artistic Scale (Males) 
b. Kuder Pre~erence Record - Artistic Scale (Females) 
c. Kuder- Pre~erence Record - Mechanical Scale (Females) 
d. Kuder Pre~erence Record - Computational Scale 
(Females) 
e. Kuder Preference Record - Persuasive Scale (Females) 
f. Kuder Pre~erence Record -Literary Scale (Females) 
g. Kuder Pre~erence Record - Musical Scale (Females) 
h. Kuder Pre~erence Record - Social Service Scale 
(Females) 
2. The Kuder Freference Record appears to dif~erentiate 
among the males to a greater extent than among the 
~emales. 
3. The Mechanical Scale o~ the Kuder Pre~erence Record 
for males serves to di~ferentiate the Scienti~ic group 
(i.e., Engineers, Physics and Chemistry majors) from 
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the remaining curricular groups~ 
4. The Computational Scale or the Kuder Preference Record 
ror males serves to differentiate the Scientific group 
from the remaining groups, and the Preparatory g;roup 
from the Education group, ~he scores ranging from 
high to low, in that order. 
5. The Scientific Scale or the Kuder Preference Record 
ror males serves to dirrerentiate the Scientiric group 
rrom the remaining curricular groups. 
6. The Persuasive Scale or the Kuder Prererence Record 
ror males serves to dirrerentiate the Business Ad-
ministre1,tion. group, _1-ri th the e;x:ception or the Pre-
paratory_ group, _:f~om t]:).e r~mai:r:ing g;roups, and the 
Preparatory rrom the Scient~ric group,_ -~he scores 
ranging rrom high to low, in that order. 
7. The Literary Scale o:f the Kuder Preference Record ror 
males dirrerentiates the Liberal Arts group :from the 
Business Administration and Sc~entiric groups'- with 
the Liberal Arts group receiving a signiricantly. 
higher score. 
8.- The Iv!usical Scale o:f the Kuder Pref'erence Record f'or 
males serves to di:fferentiate the Education group 
. - . . - - ·-
f'rom the Business Administration and Preparatory 
groups, and the Liberal Arts group from the Prepara-
tory group, the scores ranging from high to low, in 
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that order. 
9 .. The Social Servil£e Scale of' the Kuder Pref·erence 
Record for males differentiates the Scientific group 
~rom the rem~_in~ng groups, ~~th the Scientific group 
·obta~ing a significantly lower score • 
. 10. The Clerical Scale of the Kuder Pref'erence Record 
for males serves to di:ff'erentiate the Business Ad-
ministr~tiongroup :from the Scientific, Liberal Arts, 
and Education groups, and the Preparatory group from 
the Liberal Arts and Educa~ion groups,_ ~he scores 
ranging_from high to low, in that order. 
11. The Scientific Scale of the Kuder Preference Record 
for females differentiates the Education group from 
the Liberal Arts and Junior College group, v;it!J. ~~~- ·-·· 
Education group obtaining a significantly lovrer score. 
12. The Clerical Scale of' the Kuder Preference Record :for 
:females di:fferentiates the Liberal Arts group from 
the Junior College ahd Education group~, with the 
Liberal Arts group obtaining a signi:ficantly lower 
score. 
13. According to the Pintner-Advanced Test, the Liberal 
Arts and Scientific gf'oups comprised the students of' 
superior mental ability. The Business Administration 
.t I' - . . .• 
group proved to be significantly superior to the 
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Junior College gro~p, while the Education and Pre-
paratory groups were ~ound to be no di~~erent than 
either o~ these two latter groups. 
14. On the basis o~ the Cooperative English Test scores, 
with the poss'ible exception of' the Scienti~ic group, 
it would seem generally that the Liberal Arts candi-
date is a better writer and speller, has a superior 
vocabu~ary, and is a ~aster and all-around superior 
reader. 
15. With .the exception of the Junior Colleg~- group, the 
~?i?nti~ic and Liberal Arts ~roups obt~ine~ hi~her 
scJ:wol_ gr9:d~s than the remf:iiJ:ling curricu:J..a~ _ gr?ups. 
The Business Administration group obtained compara-
-. . .. 
tively low _grades, while the Preparatory group ~ell 
in the lower hal~ of' the c~ass, in this respect. 
16. School rank appears to serve as a more sensitive cri-
terion ~or curricular di~~erentiation than any o~ the 
other variables used in this study. While it ~ailed· 
to dif'~erentiate the Scienti~ic, Liberal Arts and 
-. . 
Junior College groups f'rom one another, signi~icant 
dif'ferences were :round between each of the remaining 
. . . 
grou~s, i.~ •. '. Education from Scientific and Liberal 
Ar~s, Business Admin~stratio:n. :rrom Educa~ion, and 
Preparatory ~rom Business Administration. 
17• A high relationship between IQ and reading achievement 
appears to be a Ji>;:~r~~":lisi te for the potential 
Liberal Art~ candidate. 
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18. Since the lm·rest correlation_ between IQ and reading 
score was found with the Preparatory group, it would 
seem that one of the things that might be accomplished 
in prep school, would be to increase this relationship. 
19. Comparatively higher correlations between IQ and read-
. . 
ing score ~s, as one vTou.ld expect, due to the simi-
larity of co:n,struction of these t-vro variables. 
20. Comparatively high correlation between IQ and school 
rank for the Junior College group would indicate that 
w~i~r:: this group was found to be at the bottom of the 
scale as .far as a[)ili ~¥' was .. concerr:ted, they are using 
v.rha t they haye, .. to a greater extent than are the other 
curricular groups. This interpretation would hold 
-. ' - ~ 
true to a lesser extent for the Education group. 
21. In terms of this study at least, the relationship be-
tween IQ and school rank is surprisingly lm~. 
. . ' 
22. The' higher correlation between reading score and 
school rank .for both the dunior College and Prepara-
tory groups would suggest that students vTho fall in 
these two groups rank high or low in school depend-
ing upon whether or not they are good or poor readers. 
This is contrary to some extent, to the type of stu-
dent 'tvl'l.o falls in the remaining groups , vThere the 
relationship is much smaller, and hence a student 
may be a good reader and yet rank anywhere along 
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the continuum ~rom high to low in terms o~ his scho-
lastic standing in school. 
. . - . . . 
23. The comparatively higher correlations bet"t·reen read-
ing sco~e and school rank, rather than between IQ 
and schoolrank, would suggest that the total read-
ing score serves as a better predictor o~ school 
achievement than does the IQ score., 
24. Males in the Business Administration and Liberal 
Arts group tend to show a comparatively higher de-
.. ~ . -
gree or relationship between reading skill and in-
terest in literary activities than do the students 
- . . -· ·- .. . ·-
who f'all into the remaining curricular groups • 
. - . .. . .. . - ...... 
25. In almost every instance, the Liber~~ Art~ and . 
Scientif'ic groups proved to be~he superior one~, 
in ter.ms of' _ab~lity, school rank, and English and 
reading skills. 
Implications or Study 
The above findings would appear to point to the follow-
ing modifications and suggestions in terms of' counsel~g 
students with a view toward college placement. 
~ -· . - . -
1. The Kuder Preference Record for females is of little 
value f'or curricular placement. 
2. The Artistic scale of' the Kuder Preference Record 
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is of little value in curricular placement for members 
of either sex. 
f 
3• The Liberal Arts and Scientific curricula are by far 
the more selective in terms of almost every variable 
considered in this study • 
. . 
4. The results of this study would indicate that the 
counselor must look to the results of the Kuder 
Prefer:nc~ Hec?rd ~or different~ating Liberal Arts 
from. Sc~ent~fic candidates, .. since tJJ.ese t':'o groups 
are very much alike in all other respects. 
-. ~ . . ' . 
5. Comparatively speakin~, .~he following variables have 
poor differentiating value: 
a. Cooperative English Test, Reading Vocabulary Score 
b. Cfoonerative English Test, Speed of Reading Score 
c. Kuder P~~ference Re?ord, Mechanical Scale for males 
d •. Kuder Preference Re?ord, Scientific Scale for males 
e., Kuder Preference Record, Literary Scale for males 
f. Kuder Preference Record, Social Service Scale for 
males 
The implication here is, of co~se, that many 
of the counselor's tools are superfluous and his time 
might be used to greater advantage by utilizing instru-
~ .. . . . . 
ments that have greater validity for differentiation. 
6. Students of mediocre ability but possessing a high 
level of aspiration and strong motivation and per-
.87. 
sev(3~8:nce, apparently make g??~.J~ior~?~~~!Se en-
trance risks, as the. high correlation bettveen. IQ and 
.·., ·. _.. ~, ··-···---~-----·-· --·· ......... --~ ---·· .. ~-·--·- -~-- ~-- ., ····• 
school achievement f'or this group would indicate. 
.. . . .. .. - ,. -- . ... . -~-
7. The dif'f'erences in relationships of' one kind of' 
variable -~o_ an?tf1e~, _"J'~en c<:>In~ar~(i with a similar 
rela~~onship in_anot.her g~ou:p, sug~ests that here 
is another promising dif'f'erentiating method of' com-
p~rison, _and. t,hat whil(_7 ~ particular yariab~E;! may 
appear to have value in a ~~ra~ght_f'or'\Vard compar.ison, 
a comparison of' relationships may be an extremely 
. ·- ...... 
valuable one. 
Limitations of' Study and Suggestions for- Further Research 
As is the case with most of' the research ~n this a:r:ea, 
the size of' the sample used in this study was comparatively 
small. It is just f'or this reason that the confidence limits 
shmm in the correlation table vary so widely. Since the 
. - .. .. .. _ -·. ---
standard error formula"'t\co:o.tains an N (no. of' cases) in the 
.... . - ... 
(ienominator, it _is~~dily,se~n that the larger the N,_the 
smaller the standard error, and hence the more restricted 
the range in confidence limits. This would also explain why 
so many of' the correlations did not prove to be signif'icantly 
dif'f'erent from zero. Since the Critical Ratio or t-value is 
obtained by dividing the ·correlation by its standard error, 
it becomes apparent that the smaller the standard error the 
larger the Critical Ratio and hence the greater the chance 
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o~ attaining the level of significance. 
It vrould seem wiser to have chosen a more stringent level 
... 
of significance. If one considers that the .05 level mean~ 
' .. ~· .. . . - ..... . ... ~- . ... . . ..--.. , 
that about every once in twenty times a sign~fica~~ di~~~~­
ence vlill occur due to chance alone, the conclusions drawn 
from the data, must be made with a certain amount of caution. 
While this chance occurrence may b~ considered a rare event, 
it follows that if a large _num'Qer of dif'ferences are being 
examined, the possibility of this chance occurrence is in-
• • ..... -. - -- - - • • • -- ·-. . .. t • 
creased, i.e., giv~ a rare event enough chance to happen, 
and it will happen. 
The number of curricular groups examined in this study 
were·· small and limited. Further research might consider a 
It might also consider these groups 
. ~ . ' . - . . .. .. -
in ~urther detail. Thus~ one may analyze the Liberal Arts 
group ~rth~r _ b~ ?~mpa~~~g ~~fferences _found be~een His~?~Y~. 
English,_ Sociology,. Economics, Psychology and Language majors. 
The distribution of sex is, in many instances, all out 
of proportion. A more ideal study would take greater pains 
to control this f~ctor, increase the number of their sample, 
sample more widely, and examine additional variables in the 
hope of discovering more effective criteria for differentia-
tion. 
Final~y, a further investigation may be made to determine 
those individuals who succeeded as against those who failed. 
How do these individuals differ from one another? What about 
-89 
the student 1vho decides to transfer from one curriculum to 
- . ··- .... - ' 
another? Wer~_tl:lere cues in this studentts high scho~~-:r~yord 
that would have enabled the student to make the more appro-
- . ~ 
priate choice in the first place? 
It becomes more apparent that this bit of research has 
only scratched the surface, and much yet remains to be done. 
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51. 34- 7·2 47 73 33 64 106 
34 50 . 63 51 32 18 87 59 
22 40 93 40 51 27 110 39 
11 43 99 31 43 13 121 46 
22 62 54- 59 4>+ 27 84 63 
20 67 48 61· 57 "'2' 96 49 
29 ·51+ 62 56 50 32 54 66 
18 ·5~ 72 57 78 lt1r 85 54 
22 50 71 62 45 16 60 83' 36. 86 49 57 50 2 69 46 
lt8 63 '59 ·56 58 14 ~·~ 78 19 1+9 52 65 25 40 52 
22 ?5 43 48 49 28 69 62 
32 69 70 2'2 84 19 82 71 
96 
Da. ta. Sheet. 
· - :ror 
Preparatory School Students 
Stu;.. Kuder Pre:rerence Record 
dent 
No~ Mech Com~ Sc Pers Art Lit ·J.rus ss Cl· (1 (2) C3' (~~ <-5-f (~) (~-~ (8) (~-) ClO) 1 8-2. 5.5 56 3 a 5 6o 2 67 35 lt4 62 ~8 ~8 15 68 63 
a 86 23 t~ 39 60 63 38 56 49 59 37 65 31 lt7 36 62 54 
·5 lt3 ~~ 64 82 53 71 39 ~ 43 6 70 103 95 lt-7 24 18 60 
7 82 29 71+ 117 37 ·50 6 65 49 
8 ~ 37 62 60 81 55 14 23 51 9 3lt 74 59 50 54 18 75 38 
10 74 27 7lt 68 ~~. 58 11 63 50. 11 40 28 45 ·54 65 21 115 61 
12 80 47. 68 57 37 58 31 38 47 
i~ 41 18 65 ~4 ~2 44 11 108 ~g 83 42 68 0 47 ··8 79 
15 105 33 54 60 65 31+ 38 ·51 45 16 81 fro 60 88 40 '23 17 '23 69 
(concluded on next page) 
Data Sheet 
:ror ·-
Preparatory"School Students 
(concluded) 
97 
Stu- Pintner--
dent Advanced 
Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order 
c 
s 1 
e ~ 
X S No. Test 
{1) (2) 
17 102 
18 . 93 
. 19 12);. 
20 117 
2i Ill;. 
22 127 
23 106 
2>+ 108 
2"5~ 113 
26 105 
27 105 
28 9? 
29 126 
30 91 
31 . 107 
Stu-
dent 
No Mech Com) (1, (2) (3 
17 78 28 
:1;.8 92. 32 
19 95 35 
20 81 2lt 
21 49 46 
22 38 62 
23 2);. 37 66 39 l¥1-
25 80 39 26 94 ~ 27 ~~ 28 40 
29 80 33 
30 117 32 
31 101 30 
;1574 
:3335 
;o817 
;3268 )+577 
;8336 
:9lf73 
:6612 
:9009 
;4416 
:6890 
:?-119 
:6383 
.3515 
Kuder Pre:rerence Record 
Sc Pers Art Lit J:.Ius 
c;~· (t~ (6) (4~ (8) 68 9 64 88 50 l;.lr lt 
80 59 68 36- );. 80 82 54 66 28 
77 89 29 51 5 
7>+ 72 2·5 72 17 
35 7>+ >+5 59 12 
>+9 86 36 25 28 
81 59 ~e 78 9 91 74- 15 10 
87 63 >+7 30 7 
38 80 29 83 15 
lrl 61 55 43 12 
81 67 4>;. 45 7 
59 70 84 );.5 2 
(lo)!~p 
M 4 
M >;.8 
M 4$ 
M 48 
M );.8 
. M >;.9 
M 1;.9 
M 49 
M .>;.9 
M >;.9 
M ·5o 
M 50 
M 50 
M 50 
M 50 
ss cr· 
(9) ClO) 
83· 50 
56 62 
63 4i 
59 32 
68 71 
68 6~ 85 9 
6D 67 
66 36 
89 48 
75 57 
40 72 
101 .54 
65 '54 6);. 34 
98 
Data Sheet 
,, '"' 
· :f"or· 
Scientif"ic Majors 
~ . . . . ~ •" ·-· -.. s c 
Stu;.;. Pintner- Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order e 1 
dent Advanced X a No. Test s 
EM EE RV RS RL TR s 
~1~ ~2-~ :~> ¥P·~z~ £~> (zi ·~8~ .. ~2) tlO~ ~II) 1 111 57 ·59 ~0711. l-1: lf7 2 125 55 60 ·56 ·59 60 58 ~1875 M lt7 
~ 1d+ lt3 44 55' 50 55 53 ~1316 M lt7 118 56 57 57 61 lt8 ~~ ~1939 M . 1+7 g 118 •50 . 50 ·50 4~ 48 :3877 H :lf7 . ' 117 5'9 56 ·55 4 48 ·50 ;2545 M ltB 
7 I2lt 65 77 63 65 62 6lt ~1770 M 48 8 118· 48 55 53 62 55 57 ;3206 M 48 
9 119 ·58 40 38 49 50 45 ~2179 11 4$ 
IO 1).2 59 57 48 60 ·50 52 ~1438 M 48 
11 129 60 73 58 68 63 64 ;2238 H 48 
12: 121 53 58 ·59 61 55 59 ;1702 Jlf 48 
13 121 62 60 59 70 69 67 ~0800 M 48 1lt lilt 52 •57 44 51 47 lt7 :7021 M 48 15 123 60 ·59 ·5>+ ·57 ·57 56 ~1762 M 48 
16 131 56 2Z 52 60 22 2Z !3lt6lt H 48 
Stu~ Kuder Pref"erence Record 
dent 
No) Mech Com} Sc Pers Art Lit. Mus ss cr· cr (2) (J (4) <~g (6) Cz) (8-) cu <?jp 1 101 29 90 55 28 25 2 107 .. 64 -8lt 67 40 ltl 
~ .74' ~g 89 50 56 59 3~ 41 44 82 ·8·0 .'80 28 56 59 63 
5 99 l+l 68 61 18 28 2; lr3 lora 
6 :.99 .. l:J7 83 . _}f., o·!Jl lf~ l? q.~ 61; 
7 103 61 83 50 57 33 18 32 66 8 1.02. ·58 89 lt5 ~3 53 3lt 50 47 9 1.05 •51 91. 70 5 lt2 22 ltl 54 
10 Io4 3lt 90 5-? 65 33 l9 lt3 ·54 11 117 4lt 73 66 52 20 14 57 54 
12 110 44 88 50 36 11 1:9 53 37 
13 102 39 8lt 61 38 60 6 69 33 1lt 90 39 71 60 47 26 9 9lt ·54 1·5 99- lf8 72 54 3·1 5z 26 57 ·50 16 110 lt3 Z2 62 6Z 16 10 52 52 
(concluded on next page) 
99 
Data Sheet 
··ror 
'Scientific N:a~ors 
_ (concluded 
-- .... ··-· .... . ..•.. c 
Stu- Pintner;... Coop. Achievement Test Rank Or de~ s 1 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Te-st X . . s 
EM EE RV RB RL TR 
C1ol (~1) ~1~ {2l -~3~ £~) -~2~ '{6~ ·~-'7) ·£®) ~;~EI 17 127 59 •59 73 9 M 8 !8 112 51: 57 ·51+ -52 54 ·53 :5712 M 49 
19 I3lt 66 63 59 61 57 59 ;2375 M 49 20 127 49 63 67 77 69 73 :07lt0 M 49 
21 122 65 5lt 56 62 56 58 :a990 M 49 22 102 52 44 42 40 Lr3 41 ; '182 M 49 
23 118 68 82 ·59 58 60 ·59 :1942 F lf-9 
24 129 72 55 50 60 lt-9 53 :0596 M 49 
?..5 . 150 '73 76 72 80 69 77 ~0051 :H ·50 26 104 45 63 47' 50 ·56 51 ~0355 M 50 
27 125 53 57 4'7 ·57 53 52 :4e6o M 50 28 127 47 7? 60 -50 -51 -~ :261to 11 50 
29 122 53 76 57 69 64 64 ;0825 M 50 
30 Ill 23 22 44 22 4Z 48 ~4322 M 20 
Stu.;. Kuder Preference Record 
dent .. - . 
No Hech Com) Sc Pers Art Lit Mus 38 c1: (1, (2) C3 (4) (2)' (6} (z) (8) c~g ClQ) 17 110 49 . 80 71 ~? 21 12 4o 18 110 '51 ~3 68 9 27 17 28 63 
19 90 ·51 95 29 50 42 20 81 38 20 93 51 7'5 72 46 46 6 58 32' 
21 9lt 49 89 tro 50 - 32· ' 19 5l+ 48 
22 106 3~ 67 67 52 36 18 85 43 23 ~~ 5. 90 44 30 75 26 61 60 24 a~ 82 - ~~ 49 25 21 59 68 25 65 94 36 87 33 28 45 
26 118 39 76 49 45 27 27 73 37 
27 82 38 85 65 56 31 27 57 ~ 28 64 45 88 67 21 61 41 50 
29 97 31 87 ·78 lt-2 62 1? 26 61 
30 100 49 84 22 61 32 6 60 45 
100 
Data Sheet 
· f'or 
Business Administration Majors 
c 
Stu- Pintner:... Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order s 1 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Test X s 
EM EE. RV R8' RL TR s {1~ {2~ ~~~ £4~ ¢2~ ·~6l ·rzl ¢rn 
. ~~·~£~ (10) ~11) I. 111 ·l 9 7 ·50 ·51 9 M 47 
2 115 54 41 55 63 58 59 ~8017 M 47 
~ 128 72 63 67 79 70 75 ~6079 M 47 110 49 47 53 54 53 53 ~4386 M ·~ 5 1dt 3'2 45 51 57 53 -~ ~6638 lv1 6 121: 65 61 61 73 61 66 ~lt66lt M 48 
7 106 ·54 49 49 60 57 ·55 ~3260 M lt8 8 116 51. ·54 51 57 55 51+ ~2417 -M 48 
9 110 55 57 48 65 55 56 :19l:r9 M 48 10 106 57 lt7 lt-6 59 52 52 ~0902 M ~ 11 118 ·54 47 ·53 64 57 58 :791+0 M 4$ 12 122 ·50 ·54 51 64 60 58 :?-983· M 48 
i~ 109 54 55 l:J-9 50 ·50 49 :6536 H 48 94 40 50 46 59 53 ~ ;5310 M 48 15 112 56 43 46 47 40 :1837 M 49 
16 106 22 6Z 61 61 tJ7 22 .1202 M 42 
stu.~ Kuder Pref'erence Record 
dent 
No Mech Coml Sc Pers: Art L2t Mus ss CI ~I~ ~2~ ~3 rt~ r22 ~~-l r~l ~8l (~? rro) 1 3·1· 20 0. 71 5 3 45 35' 
2 68 4-5 83 4lt 36 46 34 58 Lr9 
a 57 ' 17 68 96 30 84 9 77 60 71 1;4 78 7l 56 63 15 14 56 
5 58 23 48 83 29 50 15 95 60 6 94 25 79 78 47 49 8 65 37 
7 70 51 67 71 lt-7 30 14 65 71 8 9I 25 1.00 59 62 29 21 58 55 
9 97 35 66 84 36 lt7 13 60 41 
1.0 -108 lt5 83 55 23 44 14 45 40 11 53 44 63 90 2ID 28 25 91 62 
12 98 45 44 71 59 33 1.7 63 47 
13 87 41 65 87 45 53 10 55 65 14 90 34 77 61 32 ltlt 7 80 69 15 70 25 38 ?9 53 46 14- 65 61 
16 Zl 2Z 36 63 zo 22 20 32 Z2 
(concluded on next page) 
Data Sheet 
, -- -- - · :ror- -- -_ 
Business Administration Majors (concluded) 
-
:l0:1 
c 
stu...;. Pintner- Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order s 1 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Test X s 
EM EE. RV RB- RL TR s 
(1~ {21 . {31 ~-rj: l £-g) ~61 {7~ ~8~ -. ~2l ~101 ~11) I? 147 87 62 71 67 70 ~0069 F 49 
IB 98 55 44 37 45 l;.5 42 ~2682 M l;.9 
19 l22 56 ~ 61 63 4§ 62 ~8223 M lr9 20 105 l;.o lr9 50 lr9 ~'8791 M 49 
21 107 4>+ 52 42 58 51= 50 ~7183 M lr9 
22 110 51 lr7 52 50 56 52- ~39-19 M ·50 
~~ IOB );.8 53 46 50 44 lr6 ;8667 M ·50 loB >+8 ~~ 36 l;.2 40 39 ~6-155 M 50 25 106 49 45 >+7 49 47 ~6688 M ·50 26 109 51 46 52 52 54 53 ~4:07~ 1'-f 50 27 liB 28 72- 5'4 23 26 '54 ~633 H 20 
Stu- Kuder Pre:rerence Record 
dent -
No Hech ColR} s· Pers Art Lit MUs SS' CI' 
-cr' (2) (-q- '~l (lj') ce~ czr (8) 'tJ ClQ) I? t;:r 62 70 31 32 7 70 1.8 81 ;1t 6-o 8);. 39 47 4 71 70 
l9 75 3Z 66 88 32 74 9 75 51 
20 78 28 '70 75 58 59 19 51 41 21 93 2lt 49 64- ~~ 30 13 84 ~ 22 ·52 34- 83 61 29 34 83 
23 65 18 42 82 72 51 21 79 30 24- 73 49 62- 100 4-6 22 31- 61 55 
25 67 36 66 108 27 44- 6 64- 81 
26 48 4-4 72 75 17 38 22 55 82 27 73 4:6 89 72 42 25 13 66 49 
:102 
Data Sheet 
ror · 
Education Majors 
. . . ,. ~ . . . . c 
Stu- Pintner- c·oop. Achievement Test Rank Order s I 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Test X s 
EM EE RV RS RL TR 
l1ol (!1J ~1~ ~2l ~3~ ~~ ~-2~ I6~ £z> ~-8~ . It~ l 122 7 2 1 69 5 ;13. F 7 2 .108 ·54- 54 56 53 51 ·53 ~8-623 F 47 
~ 105 50 lt-7 6>t 61 63 63 ;675'?: M lt-7 116 41 47 49 43 39 43 ~5316 M 47 
l lllt 69 73 52 ·59 ·53 55 ~2502 M 48 113 56 ·57 58 57 57 57 ~2553 F 48 
7 112 57 ·53 lt-7 49 52 49 ;1830 F 48 8 108 ·50 ~~ 45 56 6-5 ·55 ~65~8 F 48 9 105 '50 ..153 62 63 60 ;2-0 •5 F 48 
10 Ill ·51 44 >+4 51 47 47 ;6545 F 4$ 
II 12lt- 65 68 57 67 51 58 ~2128 F 48 
12 133 63 6lt- 61. n 66 65 ~2i62 F 48 l~ 117. 69 63 53 65 62 ~1277 F 48 1 106 64 ~~ 55 50 4? 50 :o621 F 48 15 132'. 70 67 80 65 73 ;o4oo F 48 16 110 2!!: 20 21 26 42 22 .3224 F 42 
stu.;;. Kuder Preference Record 
det.l.t 
No . Mech (!"om) Sc Pers Art Lit 1•:Ius ss c1· 'I~ ~2·2 Cfr}t {-~f2 (6·2 c~a (~4. (2i ~10) (3 l 33' 9 93' llJ 68 58' 
2 27 22 55 86 37 70 19 93 4lt-
3 70 47 91 41 ~i 37 18 68 40 4 95 23 83 65 39 14 65 ~i-5 77 55 81 ·58 35 39 4-4 67 6' 5~ 27 70 64 76 48- 24 59 50 
7 26 41 30 60 '+1 46 27 107 8"9 8 32 28 50 71 53 36 35 92· 66 
9 ~~ 19 59 49 52 51 14 106 67 10 21 31 68 61 51 34 9lf 40 
11 37 33 21 69 53 59 30 101 ~I 12 32 9 '26 94 66 74 29 92 
13 69 2?- 67 69 28 ·55 24 64 79 
14 75 16 77 61 2.5 65 43 "76 ~~ 1·5 50 18 50 41 ·56 46 17 100 
16 28 30 22 zz 23 28 32 22 22 
(continued on next page) 
Stu- Pintner::. 
del'lt _ Advanced 
No. Test 
Data Sheet 
- f'or · --
Education-Majors 
(continued) 
1.03 
Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order S 
c 
1 
e a 
, X S 
EM EE RV RS RL TR s 
--=f~-~~) ----=h~2~~--+:£6~)---;£~%)-~§) £~) ·£al £~)-_ -~~~-=-~§~i-_,...;:c:.;:;-~O;:;.,:..)"""'Y(¢""="~-) 
18 l0
9
3 60 l.fdt ·59 41-t- 42: 48 ~-3635 F 49 
l9 8 70 60 59 51 46 57 ~147J,. F l.t-9 
?0 112 64 68 '61 64 58 61 .1702 F 49 
21 93 48 39 37 40 39 38 ~4452 F 49 
22 11·5 61 55 57 49 48 51 ~ 5240 F 49 
23 116 45 44 -51 57 58 55 ~4808 F 49 
24 97 58 58 -54 52 -54 ·53 ~1595 F ·50 
25 113 44 56 55 54 59 56- ~ 3 921 - M ·50 
26 103 ·51-f; 55 l.t-6 47 47 46 ~ 2793 F ·50 
27 106 57 59 57 ·50 52 53 ~ 5952 M ·50 
28 104 42 47 51 ·58 64 ·58· ~ 8414 J.f ·50 
29 111 51 6a 53 ·54 56 51+ ~ 8781 M ·5o 
30 87 38 46 ·42. 38 '3-9 39 ~8033 M ·50 
31 ll6 -56 62 68 73 68 72 ~2892 M ·50 
32 108 5'1 ·5'1 38 47 47 4Lr .4392 F 5'0 
Stu;.. Kuder Pre:ference Record 
dent 
Nus No' Mech Com~ Sc Pers Art Lit ss Cl (2a (4) (-5) (~) cz> (8) (9) Clo) cr <3: ~3 69 17 2 3• 37 67 J 60 91 18 60 16 ·57 40 66 23 78 51 
19 46 23 5'+ 69 59 >+9 15 91 ·59 
20 52 30 41 6>+ 48 70 31 69 63 
21 53 25 48 68- 62 >+5 22 84 63 
22 23 29 33 76- 44 ·59 20 97 77 
23 lt7 12 56 76 56 58 31 76 33 
21+ 50 lt4 71 -54- 52 54 14 97 55 
2'5 86 13 97 52 64 42 17 56 lf1 
26 43 23 51 76 58 47 17 92 72 
27 71. 20 61 100 37 26 20 87 lrl 
28 103 46 7·5 68 78 38 15 35 45 
29 59 21 55 72 >+6 81 21 ~~ 33 30 69 21 65 87 33 37 36 ~5 31 >+8 34 6l 65 ~~ 91 1+3 50 0 32 32 21 38 69 27 21 89 22 
(concluded on next page) 
Stu-
dent 
No. 
·(1) 
Pintner~ 
Advanced 
Test 
113 
11..7 
93 120 
stu~ 
dent 
No Mech {1~ (2-) 
63 33 
31+ 30 
35 33. 
36 22 
37 34-
Data Sheet 
·- f'or 
Education-Majors (concluded) 
Coo:p., Achievement Test 
El'-1 EE RV RS - RL TR 
5 ;'72 ·59 . 2 . . 9 
65' 7lf 53 63 62: 60 
53 55 57 63 56 ·59 58 52 4-2 61 4-9 ·51 . -
74 70 5'8 61 56 5'9 
:104 
c 
Rank Order S 1 
e a 
X S 
-~1003' 
~2:766 
. ;624-3 
~3604 
.1180 
. s 
(10)(11) 
F 50 
F 50 
F 50 
F 50 
F 5'0 
Kuder Pref'erence Record 
C:oSi Sc Pers Art Lit Mus ss Cl (li (~) (~-* cz) (8, Ctz) Clo): (. -· 
.9 31 1· 101 3'9 
44 34 56 35 81 36 86 62 
16 35 80 ·50 63 Lt3 96 ·54 
35 35 ?9 50 51 27 102 65 
31 5'0 68 41 4-3 26 129 67 
,, 
Stu- Pintner-
dent Advanced 
No., Test 
Cl) 
1 
2 
~ 
~ 
~ 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1·5 
16 
Stu.;;. 
dent 
No5 cr 
1 
2 
~ 
5 
6 
·.~ 
~· 
: 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1·5 
16 
I'4ech (2) 
5'1 
71 
35 
lllt . 
100 
37 64 
89 
83 
87 
32 
lr~ 
96 
se 
36 
40 
Data Sheet 
for·· 
Liberal Arts ~~jors 
Coop. Achievement Test 
EM EE · RV RS RL TR 
59 51+ 61 62 ·52 59 
lt6 49 67 74- 60 . 61 
51 60 63 6g 63 63 
41+ ·53 lt9 ·57 lt8 51 
56 ~ 54 . 55 54 5\ 
75 62 6lt 73 67 70 
·57 5lt ·51 52 ·53 52 
53 64 55 6'7 59 61 
6lt 66 ?lt ?lt 55 73 
·58 56 4-7 lt2 ltO lt2 
64 88 -66 93 81 85 
61· 49 49 59 5lt . 54 
·56 51 61 62 65 63 
51 1o· 56 62 57 59 
72 65 65 67 69 68 
Kuder Preference Record 
a-om) Sc Pers Art Lit (J <tt> (5) <eb ca 25' 9 87 
17 86 55 29 38 
32 80 78 52 56 
31 72 81 36 49 
Lr-2 89 lt·5 63 29 
25 49 85 Lr-8 63 
3'7 86 88 23 81 
33 68 63 62 53 
19 88 62: 51 28 
46 64 76 43 74 
38 82 lt5 39. 72 2lt 28 79 29 76 
28 82 58 62 51 
4 lf3 90 51.. 78 
25 61 83· 45 
20 7lt 46 72 48 
(continued on next page) 
1_05 
Mus ss c1· (8) (9) ClO) 
43 61 58 
14 125 39 44 57 36 8 60 43 
10 6lt ~7 27 8·5 
38 46 3~ 
2lt lt-5 4·5 
17 66 46 
31 33 51 
19 106 45 
40 61 lt-J: 
21 59 36 
33 IJ-6 26 106 56 
20 89 28 
stu.;:. Pintner-
dei:l.t Advanced 
No .. Test 
~l~ ~2-~ 
17 U3 
18 126 
19 11:5 
20 96 
21 116 
22 111 
23 124 
24 105 
2-5 99 
26 129 
27 140 
2.8 146 
29 128 
30 124 
31 114 
32 ll3 
Stu~ 
dent 
rio Mech (1) (2). 
17 53-
18 50 
19 80 
20 57 
21 82 
22 53 
23 
2lf 37 68 
25 85 
26 100 
?7 59 
28 32 
29 ~g 30 
31 lt-5 
32 100 
Data· Sheet 
-- -- · -· for · · ·· · · -
Liberal-Arts Majors 
· (continued) 
... . .. ~ 
1_06 
c 
Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order s I 
e a 
X s 
El\! EE RV RS RL TR ~10)(~1) ~~) Q+2 -~2~ (6l -rz2 -~8~ :3it~ ?I. ·54 58 59 ·57- F 8 
46 64 53 60 59 ·57 ;7234 l·'l 48 
51 41 45 58 53 52 i5370 M 48 
49 50 49 52 57 52 ;2698 M 48 
-57 46 52 48 lfo 46 ~5166 M 48 
64 51 49 ·59 63 57 ;0383 M 48 66 54 49 ·51 ·55 51 ~lb47 F 48 
52 53 52 53 50 ·51 ~021:3 M 48 54 lr7 49 60 ·55 ·55 ~206-8- F 48 
71 64 59 58 57 57 ;1336 M 48 
73· 81. 70 84 . 77" 81 ;706lt F 48 
?6 81 72 82 % 81 ~0085 F 48 
62 61 70 72 66 ?1 ;.0178 F 48 
58 ·50 53 46 lt-2 47 ;541+7 . M 48 
·52. 50 lt:3 lt6 Lrl ~3 ~2978 M 48 
23 64 60 61 62 62 .2157 l"l 48 
Kuder Preference Record 
.. 
Com) sc Pers Art Lit Mus ss c1· 
C3 <t£ (2) cu (7* (8) (9) (10) 21 70 3 39 8-7 2? 42 45 75 33 7lt 38 68 47 22 -~4 81 ·50 38 32 79 47 16 50 ·57 32 27 85 46 3lt 90 58 53 66 2l.r 3lr 43 
29 50 79 46 6lt- 12 79 53 22 47 46 74 59 38 78 40 25 78 7l 53 32 31 ~ 30 
39 97 46 39 65 75 81 39 
29 42 48 82 102 .. ' 
15 84 64 31 89 8 74 31+ 
13 44 77 75 81 . 29 65 36 
19 ~ -84 ~~ 81 22 100 ~! 35 63 ~~ ltl lr6 47 57 72 29 27 68 · 78 
35 77 50 58 53 23 56 18 
(continued on next page) 
Stu.;.;. 
dent 
No. 
33 
3lt 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
140 
4i 
lt2 
~ 
lt5 
46 
47 
lt8 
stu..:. 
dent 
No {1, 
3~ 3 
37 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
lt-2 
43 
lt4 
~t 
>+7 48 
Pintner;.;. 
Advanced 
Test 
i~~ 
123 
1?9 
1:;1,.7 
127 
129 
135 
109 
ll2 
124 
128 
11B 
106 
1I5 
95 
Mec~ (2' 
~7 0 
?O 
67 
9lt 
17 
72 
43 
77 
39 
70 
65 
85 
50 
82: 
26 
Data Sheet 
- - -- for· 
Libera.r·Arts Majors 
(continued) 
Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order S 
c 
1 
E~t EE RV RS RL TR 
67 75 57 61 ·59 59 --
73 -84 70 88 65 78 
60 6'7 46 55 52 51 
·59 67 6~ 73 73 72 
56- 57 ~6 54 57 51 
76 ?0 6-2 67 ~ 6-8 
"51 65 65 72 66 69 
68 89 70 77 74 77 
·52 4 5 ·51 ·51: ·53 ·51 
·58 ·57 ·57 ·56 -53 75 
67 59 68 67 bb 68 
62 80 . ?2 81 67 76 
·53 7lt 63 58 ·55 ·59 
·58 53 51 60 57 56 
·53 42- 47 60 ·57 55 
5'7 lt6 43 56 5'1 5'0 
~0017 
:3140 
;0281 
~3217 
;0026 
;28lr2 
;0162 
~2783 
;1217 
. 02ol+ . -
l55q7 
;:3423 
;5:r25 
;8625 
.. 25'19 
Kuder Preference Record 
c:om.l Sc Pers A~ Lit Mus (4}- (5) C7) (8) (3 ( 
25 26 70 '2 71 29 
43 84 61 48 73 21 
29 -57 73 47 67 43 
'51 60 97 24 64 19 
34 82 -6-o 47 :59 12 38. 40 62 4± 60 31 
17 ·57 .82 76 lt7 23 
30 67 73 '12 44 30 
43 97 50 •55 58 11 
41 62 ~3 31 4l-t= 33 
lt2 84 61 30 86 10 
26 78 98 41 73 17 
50 103 38 32 69 31 
38 73 97 ·52 51 19 
4·5 79 66 58 ltl --6 
55 27 90 34 53 39 
(continued on next page) 
e a 
X S 
ss cr· 
(9) (J.:O) 
92 62 
62 33 
47 28 
-55 
~ 
52 
43" 
86 
49 41 
40 ·52 
45 ~~ 88 
lt3 62 
4l+ l.f-8 
43 
41 
lr5 61 
59 60 
72 94 
108 
Data Sheet 
for 
Liberal-Arts Majors 
(continued) 
.... , .. <• ••• - v .............. - •• . -... . ,. c 
stu.;;:. Pintne:r- Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order s· 1 
dent· Advanced e a. 
No. Test X s 
EM EE RV RS RL TR .. s· 
~ll r22 i~' (If~ r2~ ~6~ 1z~ ~82 .. ~9-} ,102 rrl) 49 130 70 72 80 68 76 ~0086 F 49 
50 135 93 72 67 57 ~ 61 :002:9 F 49 
'51 130 55 ·50 ·51+ 68 91 6-1 ~0260 F 49 
·52 119 56 68 56 73 ·56 62 ~7932· M 49 
53 11·5 63 58 63 6·5 63 64 ~1:106 F 49 
' 54 106 ·50 ~1 40 ~5 39 38 ~6259 111 49 55 109 60 6tl- ·58 8- >+5 50 ~3308 F 49 
·56 101 51 49 51 56 60 56 ;1327 u 49 
57 13? 60 84 74 g7 76 lJ ~3406 14 49 ·58 116 60 67 74 ., ·58 ~1413· M 49 
59 110 40 58 ·59 66 61 62 ~2586 I1 49 6-o 116 61 55 ·57 51 58 55 :2750 F 49 61 132 72 ?8 61 71 68 70 :1846 F 49 62 128 66 74 -67 59 61 6"3 ;o817 1-1 49 
63 138 92 88 66 64 63 65' :0125 F 49 
61-n 132 22 62 22 62 22 60 .2288 M 42 
stu.::. Kuder· Preference Record 
dent .. N. Mech Com; Sc Pers Art Lit Muj ss cr· (~, (2) 
.<M (lj') eM (46 (8' (9) Cl.Q) (J 49 68 l 79 13 105 33 
50 32 27 58 69 6lf 75 37 71 39 
51 27 22 36 49 38 51 21 61 34 
52 84 3lf 86 84 59 69 ·8 50 41 
53 42 31 71 54 59 4-9 35 6? 74 
·54 44 42 64 103 22 47 22 69 75 
55 90 21 54 63 61 23 12 123 47 
56 45 38 86 . 70 21 54 ·.·5 89 53 
57 32 25 39 100 40 87 33 lf-9 63 
58 34 37 ~~ 102 31 66 ~-- 55 65 59 67 56 60 39 55 45 51 
60 41 16 51 70 68 40 16 112 30 
61 35 20 61 90 69 47 19 103 47 62 46 41 59 48 53 60 '9 68 60 
63 72 1.4 71 71 77 39 33 87 12 
64 106 35' 90 62 42 32 12 61 40 
(continued on next page) 
1_09 
Data Sheet 
•- • • .H •• • • ~ • for 
Libera1·A:rts Majors (continued) 
-
c 
Stu~ Pintner- Coop. Achievement Test Rank Order s 1 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Te$t X s 
EM EE _RV RS RL TR s {1) 12~ -~32 -~4~ -~2l ~6~ -~z~ r8~ ~2~ (10l (11) 65 121 ·9t- 3 58 59 '57 58 ~1192 F 49 66 11? 65 ·70 61 51' 54 55 ~I$96 F 49' 67 131+ 61 61 64 60 ' 55 60 ~0317 F 49 
68 125 57 72 61 79 6-? 71 ~3350 M 50 
69 110 57 65 54 67 64 62 ~5901 1-1 50 
70 14-7· 72 -82 68 81 64- 74 ~0108 M ·50 
71 106 57 65 52 44 40 ~5 ~2?-55 M 50 
72 129 54 60 65 70 56 65 ~8261 M 50 
73 132 73 65 68 79 65 ?3 ~2525 M ·50 
71+ 131 58 65 58 56 67 61. ~2590 M 50 
75 1.19 50 72 4-6 ·57 57 53 ~521.6 M :~0 
76 115 63 70 6-0 55" 80 66 ~0076 F 50 
77 133 72 76 63 64 6-lt 64 ~141+7 ~F ·50 
78 134- 77 67 65 72 63 68 ~1307 M ·50 
79 120 67 63 47 48 ·5Z 49 ;0837 M ·50 80 112 62 68 22 42 21 21 !0162 F 20 
stu- Kude~ Preference Record 
dent 
-No Mec~ CG! l p!]~ 161- L*~ Muj ss cr-C:JJ (2 ,~: (8 (2') (10) 6-5 ' .. <:Y 66 60 28 4? a~ ' 1 2 90 '3 66 25" 39 ~~ 55 6? 15 108 32 67 37 46 79 45 34 30 88 43 68 ?1 51 63 ·51 26 78 16 38 49 
69 64 23 93 ·58 27 60 6 1.05 37 
70 95 49 99 ·54 41 50 19 59 50 
71 4§ 34 63 54 69 33 20 65 41. 72 33 50 95 44 90 21 64 62 
73 ~~ 11 48 87 50 90 40 50 lf9 74- 2:5 58 46 lrl 71 lt6· 72 23 
75 29 16 94- 32 21 21 6 43 ce 
76 21 32· & 70 8-0 48 29 55 66 77 65 16 55 76 39 36 77 32 
78 82 29 Hlt 42 78 ·51+ 1.2 53 45 
79 46 21 69 69 60 33 9 97 60 80 31 42 4-Z 68 62 62 14 2Q 62 
(concluded on next page) 
Data Sheet 
:r·or···· 
Liberal Arts l.fajors 
(concluded) 
1.:10 
c 
Stu- Pintner- c·oop. Achievement Test Rank Order S 1 
dent Advanced e a 
No. Test x s 
Stu;;.. 
dent 
No~ 
82 
83 
84 
82 
EM EE RV RS RL TR 
(2) tr> -&) -(5) {6) _Cz) {8) 
110 . ·56 63 57 59 J+8 ·55 
113 57 67 '57 59 48 55 
131 ·52 57 51 52 ·59 51+ 
142 62 80 82 87 68 84 
118 68 70 57 58 55' 57 
·(9) 
:1+898 
~3753 
~ltll2 
-~5000 
.1282 
Kuder Pref'erence Record 
Mech 
(~) 
63 
92 
8lr 
70 
56 
39 
lr:l: 
46 
36 
17 
Sc Pers Art 
93 58.' .·.· 51· 86. 68 . ' 76 
68 68 •.. ··· 48 
32 72 48 
Lit Mus 
C8} 
13 
7 
5 
19 12 
s Cro) Cll) . 
M. 50 
M 50 
M 50 
M ·50 
F 50 
ss c1· 
79 35 
ttl >+4 
64 >+o 
75. 70 
1_1_1_ 
. BCSTON UNIVERSITY . 
THE OFFICE OF STA'ITSTICll.L AND RESEARCH SERVICES 
COMPUTATION WORKSHEET FOR PR.ODUCT-dJMENT COHRELATION 
....... 
PROJECT COMPUTER 
--------------~----~~~~------
." 
X:-Variabie N = 
----'-------
N2"' 
l X: = ~~------------~~~-------
w.-< 
......... 1. -------------'---'--"~--~ 
{~\) MEAN = ZX/N ~ ---"'-------....-
(:.?) NZX2 -:- (zx)::.~ _....__ ______ _ 
~ (C) Var ~ B/N2 ~ 
--------------- ~-
. (D) a "' yrs-· ... 
--------~--------
(E) ZX:2 /N "'. ~--~----------------
(F) (Mean) 2 = 
~~~----------~--
~ 
(G) E - F =------------
zx:y, 
·I 
,. 
II 
Y-Variable 
ZY = 
ZY2 = 
(H) MEAj:J' ·= · Z':l/N = 
-· ' 
\I) NZY2 . - ( ZY)2~ 
(J) Va:r ... I/N2 = ~'\' ----~-...;..._-.: 
I 
(K) cr. vr ~ ... 
-----------; 
' 
.!s:lj g\ 
..c: :. (L) ZY2 /N .'~\ · () ! ------------~------! 
(M) (Mean)2 = 
---------------------: 
(N) L - M .: ~ ·~: 
.. -------~----------
\ (P) N6XY- (ZX)(l:Y) = ------
~\ ( Q) 222; • P/N" =-----------
~ c :X: J ::._· ________ _ 
\ cs) vr = 
--~----------------
\ 
" I 
'\ 
\ 
l\ 
('r) Q/S = 
check 
· (U) l:XY/N ~..,...._--------· 
(V) lf X 'H == 
-------------------(W) u·- v ... 
--------------------~ 
(X) D :x: K:::: ---.-----------
(Y) W/X ;&---------------.---
T 
